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Initial thoughts
Greetings & salutations

Rushdi Abdul Rahim
rushdi@might.org.my

Riding the next wave of
high-tech industry

B

y the time you have this
magazine in your hands,
it would almost be 2019.
Therefore, it probably wouldn’t be
too early to wish you Happy New
Year. In looking forward to the new
year it is worth reflecting on key
happenings for the past year. There
are too many to recount, surely, it
has been an eventful 2018.
2018 is the year we commemorate
MIGHT’s 25 years of existence
and the magazine is published in
conjunction with the anniversary
milestone and MIGHT’s annual
consultation meet-up.
Since 1993, MIGHT’s true north has
been to advance national capacity
and competencies in high-tech
areas. The means and methods
may have changed with the times,
but the objectives have always
been clear, superiority of hightech sectors will put us in a better
position to compete with the best in
the world.
Now, Malaysia has been amongst
the top ten high-tech exporters
globally.
High-tech
exports
include products that require
significant resources and research
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to develop and produce. This
includes products of the aerospace,
computer,
pharmaceutical,
scientific instruments, as well as
electrical and electronics industries.
Through these years, MIGHT has
continuously
worked
together
across government ministries and
agencies to bring about formal
changes in policy. We want to
create a conducive environment
and business practice to allow
technology firms to flourish.
We
have
been
moderately
successful to date, but are we
satisfied? No.
What this proves is that we have
the capacity, capabilities and the
potential to continuously improve.
Numerous reports produced by
the likes of World Economic Forum
and World Bank for example
ranked Malaysia highly in terms of
readiness and growth potential. But
therein lies the fear. We at MIGHT
are concerned that we shall be in
a perpetual readiness state without
taking action or doing something
about it.
The top countries for high-tech
exports fortify their competitive
www.myforesight.my
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Keeping up with high-tech improvements
might be a challenge—any new development
takes money and some of our competitors are
working hard to elevate their position. We are
not running in this race alone.

advantage by spending a great
amount of money on R&D, being
fully aware that technology is a
critical imperative to get ahead. This
however is a lingering dilemma for
Malaysia. The prospect of diverting
an increased level of funding
into R&D is something that is not
shared by all. However, rapid new
developments in the high-tech
world means we must strive to
keep up. Keeping up with hightech improvements might be a
challenge—any new development
takes money and some of our
competitors are working hard to
elevate their position. We are not
running in this race alone.
What seems like unsettling times,
these concerns were adequately
highlighted by MIGHT’s past
leaders and they continue to be
addressed by our present leaders.
In this edition we give you thoughts
and viewpoints of MIGHT’s first cochairman, Tan Sri Dr. Omar Abdul
Rahman, our current co-chairman
Tan Sri Dr. Ahmad Tajuddin Ali and
MIGHT’s President and CEO, Datuk
Dr. Mohd. Yusoff Sulaiman. Together,
they provide elaborate hindsight,
insight and foresight you’ll soon find
out in this edition.
www.myforesight.my

As we look back at 2018, we also
bade farewell to MIGHT’s cochairman Professor Tan Sri Zakri
Abdul Hamid who retired in October.
From myForesight we would like to
express our deepest gratitude and
appreciation to Tan Sri Zakri, for
taking us under his wing, providing
guidance, advice and opportunities
to contribute toward #betterfutures.
He will be missed.
This magazine has been a labour of
love for all of us at myForesight, and
we appreciate the feedback and
support that we have received.
We welcome your thoughts, ideas
and contributions to make this
magazine better.

“

“
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In person with...

Tan Sri Dr. Ir. Ahmad Tajuddin Ali
Leveraging today’s strengths for tomorrow
How do you leverage today’s strengths for tomorrow? Tan Sri Dr. Ir. Ahmad Tajuddin Ali shares
his views on the present state of Malaysia’s high-technology industry. He provides insights into
the evolution of Malaysia’s high technology ecosystem and what were and are our strengths
that we can leverage for long term successes.
The Joint-Chairman (Industry) of Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High
Technology (MIGHT) is a prominent champion in Malaysia’s high-tech industry
development. A nuclear engineer by training, Tan Sri Dr. Ir. Ahmad Tajuddin is a
progressive with profound experience in management and leadership roles.
His deep passion for science and technology gives him a great sense of
purpose and through his nation building contribution, he meets Malaysia’s
high-tech industry players at the intersection of strategy and operational
excellence.

On the evolution of Malaysia’s early strengths
Malaysia was predominantly an agrarian economy. We started our
industrialisation program to expedite our growth, realising we can-ill afford to
rely only on agriculture. We also moved into adjacent markets—from extraction
of tins to developing our rubber products which resulted in industrialising
our agricultural activities.
We started industrialising our rubber and palm oil,
planting on larger industrial scales, and invested in
research and development (R&D) technology
which resulted in major productivity gains. The
improvement is not only limited to the yield
and quality of crops, but also
added
downstream
values
to
the
utilization of the
produce
and
products.
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Reinventing the economy for the
future
Nowadays, we are no longer the
number one producer of latex, but
we are the number one producer
of rubber gloves and condoms.
We have strategically shifted the
industry downstream in terms of new
applications of raw commodities
and this has reaped rewards not just
for the farmers but the Malaysian
economy.
Similarly, in the palm oil industry,
collaborative R&D efforts by both
government-linked
research
institutes and industry partners have
helped mobilize various initiatives
that yielded great results in fuelling
our upstream and downstream
innovations. Through R&D, we
have managed to produce better
products.

“

In a future marked by
globalization and intense
competition, we need to come
to terms that tomorrow’s
agribusinesses will bear
little resemblance to the
agribusinesses of the past.

“

On high technology manufacturing
Malaysia’s foray into manufacturing

www.myforesight.my

E&E Sector
Contribution to
Malaysia - 36.7%
of Malaysia’s
total exports in
2017,

36.7%
2017

Attracted the highest foreign
investments

RM8.2
BIL

84.5%
2017

Generate a gross national income
impact of

RM53.4BIL

and create

157,000

tapered off and presently there
are apparent gaps. However,
we did well enough to produce
technopreneurs, taking advantage
of the presence of MNCs in E&E.
Now, some of these technopreneurs
have even moved on to serve larger
market places beyond where they
first started, making components
for large corporations like Motorola
and Intel. There are such companies
especially ones that have roots
in Penang that have ventured out
from there and become well known
globally.
While the economy shifted from
agriculture to industrial sectors in
manufacturing, what we would like
to see is a boost in the services
sector. And I am not talking about
services like F&B and tourism, but
design and engineering services to
support our high-tech industries.
Let’s take the medical industry
for example. We may not be as
strong as other big pharmaceutical
companies due to ownership of
intellectual property (IP) and the
capacity to take on rigorous clinical
trials and tests, but there are many
pockets of growth that we can tap
into and compete. Today, our local
manufacturing
companies
are
already producing medical kits and
devices for the world market.

“

jobs by 2020

“

We scaled up our industrial
mobility pretty rapidly from
agriculture to industrial
agriculture and this put us in a
favourable position to venture
into industry manufacturing.

“

Malaysia owes its past
success to commitment
in industrialization and
technology investments.

“

“

started with the setting up of
factories with simple assembly lines
that required low skilled workforce
and little technology transfer and
development. Large multinational
companies (MNCs) came to Malaysia
for the competitive advantages we
had then and the schemes that were
introduced by the government,
offering them pioneer status tax
exemption and free trade zones
facilities. This further diversified our
economy as we transformed into
a manufacturing hub by going into
the electrical and electronics (E&E)
sector which has become a leading
contributor to our GDP.

What is next for manufacturing?
What has not happened is our
attempt to move up the value chain
in manufacturing and localizing our
upstream R&D and capabilities. I’m
not saying it didn’t happen at all,
but the trajectory has somewhat

Adjacency moves offer one
of the most effective ways for
companies to achieve new
growth.

“

These successes were highly
credited to the formation of
government
driven
research
institutes such as Rubber Research
Institute of Malaysia (RRIM) and
Palm Oil Research Institute of
Malaysia (PORIM). This is the type
of capacity and capabilities that are
required for the development of
technologies that enabled our rapid
industrialization agenda.

What it takes to maintain our
competitive strengths
In business, if you get complacent,
you will find your market advantage
eroded. Unless companies invest
into R&D and foster innovations
that can improve their productivity
and create new products, their
advantages will be imperilled.
There are many ways of how
this can happen. In a downturn

-7-
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by underlining downstream values
to grow. Moreover, by anticipating
potential shifts in profit pools along
the value chain, we can manage
the additional complexity of new
markets.
We do have our strengths but
unfortunately, we are a small nation,
hence limited in terms of our local
market.

Investing into R&D
Lets’ take palm oil as an example. Our
competitor lives next door. Location
wise, Indonesia is almost identical
to us—a tropical country much like
ours. To me they have a bigger
natural advantage over Malaysia.
Maybe at this point in time, we are
still ahead of them—although we
are now no longer the number one
producer, you can say it is still our
industry because it is our plantation
companies that are producing
palm oil in Indonesia. Our position
is anchored around the strength
that we had developed previously
through PORIM, through research
initiatives, through years of yielding
clones, techniques of extraction
to make them more competitive.
However, that competitive position
will not last unless we keep on
investing and innovating through
R&D.
Breaking into today’s new markets
When we talk about our capabilities
and the ingredients to create new,
profitable opportunities for our startups, there are many niche areas
we can exploit. The hurdle is only
us and our mind-set. If you take
traditional industries, ship building,
iron and steel, they require high
capital investments particularly for
physical facilities. However, to break
into today’s new tech business
landscape, the entry access is quite
low.
In some areas, it only takes a
capable person, a computer and the
ecosystem to get started. There are
many large companies today that
have evolved by leaps and bounds
that started out small. They do so

-8-
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“

Through our foresight
engagement activities, we
aspire to help more Malaysian
companies to seek out new
customer segments and
geographies, and ultimately
move them up from Original
Equipment Manufacturing
(OEM) to Original Design
Manufacturing (ODM)

“

scenario, for instance, when Crude
Palm Oil (CPO) prices tumble, your
production costs would go up, and
sometimes, it is not worth planting
at all, because what you are able
to sell cannot cover the production
costs. Regardless of the economic
scenario, higher productivity and
profitability can determine the
survival of our local businesses.

Disproving the notion that the
“future is bleak”

LOCAL

31.6MIL
Due to the open global market
and external trade flows, global
products enter our market and we
have to compete with these global
brands. Hence, if we only look to
the local market, it is very small and
insufficient. Therefore, we need to
cater to the needs of the larger world
demographics. We must produce
products that are not just well liked
by consumers but are globally
competitive. Top Glove is a good
example. Leveraging on our local
resources in rubber production,
we have people with profound
knowledge in rubber technology
to tap into the global market and
supply chain.
Nevertheless, our capabilities in
high-tech industries are growing. To
replicate successes in other sectors,
we need to look at the enabling
technologies to capture larger
market places. Currently, we are
making meaningful efforts through
our foresight exercises via publicprivate partnerships. By pulling
our network levers and exploring
mutually
beneficial
linkages
between industry players, I believe
we can mobilize the entire nation’s
capacity whether it is in any industry
or university.

I have often mentioned that to
continue on our current trajectory
and adopt a business-as-usual
approach, the future of Malaysia
will indeed be bleak. In a volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous
future, we need to prepare and react
to the disruption coming. The Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR) represents
this future and provides many
challenges in adapting and adopting
to the advances of technology.
Space technologies, robots, virtual
reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR) and others are tools as well as
means to an end. The key lies in
our ability to deploy all these new
technologies into the industries and
markets we are embedded in. It can
be traditionally low-end industries,
but if we use the latest solutions
and technologies that require less
people—weeding out the average
values for the exceptional ones—this
is what tomorrow is all about. Hence,
to disprove the notion that the future
is bleak, we need to undertake
transformational changes today.

“

MIGHT will play an
important role in driving the
transformational changes
needed across industries,
government ecosystem,
academia and the civil society.
This is further enabled by our
refreshed mandate and role
where MIGHT is now back to
where we started off. We have
www.myforesight.my
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a strong patron in the Right
Honourable Prime Minister of
Malaysia who has no shortage
of ideas and wishes for us to
pursue. It is now up to how best
we can respond to his forwardthinking visions.

“

Transformation 1: Industry driven
private-public partnerships
There are foreign companies
that are in Malaysia that consider
themselves part of the industrial
capacity and they too can contribute
to our economy. For example, in
the aerospace sector, we have
Aerospace Malaysia Innovation
Centre (AMIC); an organization
based on membership made
up of key industry players in the
aerospace industry.
Two major global corporations,
Airbus and Rolls Royce, are among
the Lead Members of AMIC. Through
this platform, AMIC links the industry
beyond Malaysia through various
programs to create a better value
proposition and capitalise on our
collective strengths. Alongside the
engagement activities, AMIC can
further develop their product lines
by utilizing the resources available
here to meet global needs and
challenges.
Transformation 2: Localising R&D
solutions
I think our universities and research
institutes’ capabilities to articulate
and solve our high-tech industry
challenges cannot be ignored. It
has always been the intention of the
government to make local research
relevant to the industry. For this,
platforms need to be established in
instituting ‘demand driven research’
projects and provide contract
research programs. Through this,
any given university or research
institute can take up work that the
industry demands.

www.myforesight.my

Again we take AMIC as an
example. It is an innovative model
that
substantially
improved
the
commercial
success
of
Malaysia’s
aerospace
research
and development projects that’s
undertaken in Malaysia. AMIC
initiates a project with a budget and
a timeline and the researchers need
to collaborate with industry partners.
You do the research, deliver and
move on to the next step. This is
a win-win situation for both our
universities and high-tech industries.
Transformation 3: Building the
talent of tomorrow
The talent pool of the future
needs more than just scientists
and engineers. There will be other
talent requirement for other sectors,
and some that are yet to exist. We
can’t say for certain how the three
mega-trends of rapidly aging
world populations, accelerating
automation and rising inequality will
disrupt our labour markets over the
coming decades.
Nonetheless, to shape future talent
and allow Malaysia to maintain
its competitive edge, it is about
preparing the youngsters of today
to be the workforce of the future.
When our children graduate from
university, say, 20 years from now,
we need to equip them with the
right values, as they need to be
nurtured and streamlined to have
the capabilities in certain areas. We
need to build our future talent pool
based on their own inclination and
quirks—to me that is the biggest
challenge, building now for the
future.
Reaping the benefits from hightechnology for all Malaysians
For the nation to be where we want
to be in 2050 and beyond, we must
act now. We need to act now to
realise the lofty ideals of becoming
a
progressive,
harmonious,
prosperous, and sustainable society
that we dream of. This involves
building our industrial and economic
competitiveness globally, so we

can earn more to run the country
prosperously. This will require great
resources, to ensure nobody is left
out and everyone is given equitable
access to opportunities.
For example, we need to help our
agribusiness to produce the crops
we need more productively. The
engineers and scientists—using
their research and technical abilities,
need to turn raw materials into
products and services that serve
global market places to generate
wealth.
As our resources are limited, we
need to focus our investments in
areas that are strategic for the nation
sovereignty as well as provide us the
opportunity to compete globally.
However, the government can’t do
it alone, the private sector needs
to step up and drive it, because
it involves their bottom line and
survival.
As YAB Prime Minister, Tun Dr.
Mahathir recently remarked, the
government’s role is to help nurture
and create a conducive business
environment for the private sector.
When they are profitable, 26% of
their profit goes back to the nation.
Hence, it is in the best interests of the
nation that we provide the support
for the private sector to flourish.
MIGHT and the next wave of hightechnology industry
We want to strengthen MIGHT’s
relevance to the industry and its
ability to help both the government
and the industry. We would like to
form stronger partnerships with
the private sector, put them in a
favourable position to capture future
opportunities in order to contend for
global leadership. The government
wants the nation to move forward
and our industry players need
business
friendly
government
instruments to grow. Therefore,
MIGHT is the best place where we
bring multiple stakeholders together
to define, develop and shape this
national agenda.

-9-
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In person with...

Datuk Dr. Mohd Yusoff Sulaiman
Gearing up for better futures
How do you drive a successful transformation? MIGHT President and CEO, Datuk Dr. Mohd
Yusoff Sulaiman shares his views on the outlook of the high technology industry in the coming
years. Employing foresight, we would be able to gain early insights and chart the way forward
based on previous successes learnt from hindsight and leveraging on current strengths based
on insight.
Foresight empowers us with visions of possible futures that will
enable us to prepare ahead and to be the early movers in
seizing future opportunities and mitigate oncoming risks.
By learning from hindsight and leveraging on insight, a
nation can be moved strategically towards the future
we desire.

On the theme of this year’s MIGHT Consultation ‘Riding on the
Next Wave of High Technology Industry’
The theme of this year is indeed apt as Malaysia has been swept
in the uprush of unprecedented waves of changes. With the tide
of transformational changes yet to show signs of ebbing, the high
technology industry must learn to ride these changes and leverage
on the opportunities washed ashore and mitigate the risks that
come along. As the popular saying goes, ‘the only constant is change’
and its winners are those that relish these changes with enthusiasm
and energy as they see the gains and possibilities to make things
happen for them.
I also believe that a nation must not remain static. It must
venture into new programs that will benefit itself in
the short or long run. Like any other organisation, to
survive, it needs to continuously re-invent itself.
At MIGHT, we foresight these changes and
its opportunities to make it happen not just
for ourselves but more importantly for
our partners. Foresight empowers us
with visions of possible futures that
will enable us to prepare ahead and
to be early movers in seizing future
opportunities and mitigate oncoming
risks. By learning from hindsight and
leveraging on insight, a nation, its
sectors, industries, organisations
and individuals can be moved
strategically towards the future we
desire.

- 10 -
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What is the next wave of high technology industry?

Our partners’ successes are our
success. MIGHT enables this
by nurturing, expanding and
building the high technology
capacity of the Malaysian high
technology ecosystem.

“

“
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I believe that the key characteristic in the next wave of high technology
industry is disruption. The world of tomorrow will not be the same as
what we see today. This wave of disruption will also affect all levels
of society and its impact will be deeply felt throughout the nation.
Therefore, we need to prepare for this disruption and instead of being
disrupted, we manage and plan this disruption by transforming it into
a driving force for further national growth.
Some of the disruptive waves that we foresee will impact us soon are:

New business
models

Smart
manufacturing

Smart
transportation

Smart
devices

Green
economy

Smart Partnerships
are fast rising as a
result of the disruptive
wave in emerging new
business models. In
hindsight, many of our
previous successful
national initiatives
were anchored by the
government. However,
today, the tides have
turned, and private
sector driven efforts
from industry and civil
society are on the rise.

The future of
transportation
is about shared
mobility, connectivity,
autonomous
and electrified.
Even automotive
manufacturing will
revolve around
modular systems,
new materials
and employing a
smart production
process. It’s about
meeting customers’
specific needs and
subscribing to the
highest environmental
requirements.

With the rise of
Internet of Things,
Smart Devices are
quickly becoming
more ubiquitous in our
lives. From healthcare
to homecare, city
management to
manufacturing line
management, almost
everything in the future
will be a connected
smart device to its
user. With a CAGR
of 44% by 2020
for wearables and
USD53.45 billion by
2022 for smart home
devices, this is indeed
a lucrative market.

With Malaysia’s
strength in
agribusiness, a
transition into the
green economy is
advantageous. By
converting waste to
wealth, we would be
able to cater to rising
consumer trends for
sustainability and at
the same time provide
socio-economic
benefits to our B40
population.

To spark and facilitate
smart partnerships
between industrygovernment.

Touted as the next
phase of Industrial
Revolution or Industry
4.0, it will see the rise
of Smart Factories that
are fully-integrated.
It takes advantage of
advanced information
and manufacturing
technologies to
respond in real time
within the factory, in
the supply network,
and to address a
dynamic and global
market. With trends
such as global
design but local
manufacturing, this
will definitely have an
impact on our trade
markets.

Project

MIGHT’s role

MIGHT-TNBES Green
Energy Programme
with Highway
Operators

To strategically move
the Nation, its sectors
and industries towards
Industry 4.0.
Project
Development of
Malaysia’s Industry
4WRD policy with MITI

“

MIGHT’s role

MIGHT’s role

To support the
entire transportation
ecosystem from rail
(MARIC), to aerospace
(AMIC), to sea (ship
building and ship
repair) and on the road
(cars and motorcycles).

To partner with
local councils for
the employment of
smart devices in the
creation of Smart
Cities for better city
management.

Project

Project

Spearheading the New
National Car Project
(NNCP)

MIGHT-UK Prosperity
Fund partnership in the
Global Future Cities
Programme has seen
MIGHT working with
states’ city government
in Melaka and Johor

MIGHT’s role
To identify, fund and
nurture Malaysian
startups in clean
technologies. We
connects startups with
corporates, customers
and other resources
that will help to
exponentially grow and
scale their business.
Project
Global Cleantech
Innovation Programme

MIGHT has been a strong proponent for the development of indigenous
technology platforms that will produce the desired outcomes for the nation
and its players. We need to embrace this new age of disruption, the oncoming
Fourth Industrial Revolution and be an early mover.

www.myforesight.my

“

MIGHT’s role
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With the oncoming Industry 4.0,
winners will be determined by
industries that are quick to respond
to the change and adapt accordingly.
Unfortunately, for those resistant
to these changes, it will be a very
challenging landscape. Hence, we
need to assess what is the state of
Malaysia’s high-tech industry and
its supporting ecosystem. Are we
ready to be winners or are we set to
be swept away by this revolution?
At this initial stage, we seek to
identify gaps than can be filled
in order to get these companies
up to speed with Industry 4.0. We
assess the level of disruption within
the sectors, individual businesses
and companies to help revise their
strategies and plan for the changes.
We tend to advise firms to partner
with other companies in different
sectors to ensure that their changes
can bring more opportunities.
From a regulatory standpoint, we
are also in conversation with the
government to amend some of the
legislation on foreign investment,
so that products developed in the
country can be sold within Malaysian
instead of being earmarked solely
for export purposes. For example,
solar panels manufactured locally
with foreign capital, must be
exported and then reimported if
their end-users are based in the
local market. Such policies need
to be updated. We are in a new
ball game: the private sector must
explore new business models while
the government must be proactive,
responsive and amenable to
restructure its policies to support
the new revolution. It is high time for
policies to be agile in this new age of
technological disruption.
One of the interesting features of
Industry 4.0 is “always in beta”. If we
take the analogy of the software
industry, software developers will
put their software in beta for the
(selected) public to test it and give
their feedbacks over and over again.
Up to a point when the software

- 12 -

developers are sufficiently satisfied
that they have incorporated the
common specifications from the
users, then only will they release the
software for sale to the masses. Even
then, they will continuously upgrade
the software for any glitches and/or
customer’s suggestions. What does
this mean to governments as policy
makers? The policymakers too need
to put their policies, blueprints and
roadmaps in ‘beta’ and adapt them
to the changing environment.
The role of high-tech sectors in
Malaysia’s transition to become a
high income developed economy
If you look at the manufacturers of
high-tech exports, most of them are
developed economies. This clearly
indicates the importance of the
high-tech industry in developing
a country. When one has the
technology, the ability to expand
improves. High technology’s role
will be critical in this respect,
because it also translates into
sustainable growth. We encourage
an increasing number of companies,
particularly from traditional sectors
to venture into high-tech. MIGHT will
be there to facilitate and coordinate
companies’ efforts to change and
need for knowledge integration. This
is how MIGHT plays its role as an
effective platform provider bridging
not just industry and government but
also companies with technological
solutions for the benefit of all.

can learn what Malaysia can
offer in terms of high technology.
Emerging technologies such as the
Internet of Things (IoT), 3D printing,
biological gene sequencing and
artificial intelligence (AI) are all
areas that will shape the future
of younger generations and the
competitiveness of Malaysia in the
coming decades. We need to make
sure that educational requirements
and curriculums are aligned to
accommodate some of these new
technologies which are already
present in Malaysia.

“

It is MIGHT’s job to connect
these dots and integrate
different disciplines and
approaches. In the end, we will
not only create new products
but new sectors for the socioeconomic benefits of all
Malaysians.

“

Opportunities and challenges for
Malaysia’s Industry 4.0

At the same time, we want
to encourage the innovation
ecosystem and ensure a continuous
flow of new ideas and businesses. It
is pivotal to attract young talents into
STEM fields in view of the declining
number of STEM graduates today
and in the near future. It is then with
the hope that national projects that
are based on science, technology
and innovation (STI) will be able
to inspire Malaysians to embrace
STI and become a science literate
society of prosumers and not just
consumers.
We strive to lay out a clear vision
for STEM so that young Malaysians
www.myforesight.my
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In person with...

Tan Sri Dr. Omar bin Abdul Rahman
Regalvanising Malaysia’s pursuit of an innovation driven,
private sector led economy
Tan Sri Dr. Omar bin Abdul Rahman is one of the Founding Chairmen of Malaysian IndustryGovernment Group for High Technology (MIGHT). A path-breaking thinker, in 1984, Tan Sri
Dr. Omar bin Abdul Rahman was appointed as a science advisor to the
Prime Minister, the first Malaysian to hold the esteemed position. A
veterinarian by training, Tan Sri Dr. Omar is a leading figure in the
field of science and applies his strategic thinking to build a
catalogue of promising ideas and features. In large, MIGHT’s first
sprint focused on ways to improve innovation and technology
prospecting across Malaysia’s high-tech industries to tackle
future opportunities.

Addressing the real issues of Industry 4.0
If you talk about Industry 4.0, it is all about the awareness and understanding
of the issue. This is followed through by the commitment to address and act
upon the situation to wring the full value out of Industry 4.0 technologies.
Similarly, when you talk about sustainability, it involves awareness,
understanding, commitment and action. We can only derive real
economic values from it when the understanding
gets translated into favourable actions. Currently
however, many people are still confused,
and they have been led to think that digital
technology is what Industry 4.0 is all about and

www.myforesight.my
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The same basic principle applies
when it comes to dealing with any
new trends. The four steps remain
the same—to be aware and to
understand, to be committed, to
act decisively and to evaluate.
Most importantly, businesses need
to devote an appropriate amount
of effort to the process. Naturally,
as economic conditions fluctuate,
linking understanding to decision
roles enables businesses to confront
a chief cause of meeting technology
transformation critically. And you
know that improving these decisions
will generate better performance.
Within government, we need to
understand that Industry 4.0 is
driven by three trends namely
physical, biological and digital. In
the physical realm, a lot of things
are changing. However, people are
going about saying that the easiest
way to understand Industry 4.0 is
to look at 3D printing. So if you are
in manufacturing, you need to look
into whether this applies to you.
The physical realm now relates to
all kinds of sensors, but if you only
focus on digital, that is not Industry
4.0 quite yet. Broadly speaking,
Industry 4.0 may have applications
in many sectors, more so in the
manufacturing industry because it
is already affected by these three
mega trends.
Prepping for new technology
trends; possibilities await
In dealing with any new technology,
I believe it should be approached
with a simple, yet practical
approach. First of all, let’s talk about
the intent for Malaysia to be an
innovation driven private sector led
economy. It is still true today just
as it was previously, but to make it
happen, there are many things that
need to be put in place. It is not
just the intent, understanding and
capacity to strengthen science and
technology; but also the vigour to
strengthen our capacity to move
up the technology value chain
across the private sector. As MIGHT
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is currently pedalling the Industry
4.0 theme, this has a lot to do with
our preparation in dealing with
new trends. With a simple thought
process and actionable steps, I think
we can do better to get more out of
our public and private sectors.
To put us on solid economic
footing, we need to strengthen
our science, technology and
innovation (STI) capacity in the
private sector. We should not just
talk about the big players, but
perhaps focus more on the smaller
ones. Industry 4.0 innovations and
trends are happening outside the
boundaries of traditional business
activities. Therefore, when it comes
to technology, the core processes
of traditional businesses need to
be re-imagined and this requires
you to be innovative. Periods of
disruptions can be opportune for
making good business moves.
However, to be innovative, there
must be a structure to it. Every
company depends on technology,
so much so, in big companies, there
are allocations for hiring a Chief
Technology Officer (CTO). However,
looking into the technological
trends happening around us and
critically how technology can
improve productivity, capacity and
profitability, there are not many
companies out there that do it
effectively. This has to change.
All too often, when we say we want
to be an innovation driven private
sector led economy, we really have
to look at the capacity within our
private sector. While the big players
may have deeper resources, they
can hire a CTO. A case in point are
BMW and Toyota. They have their
own foresight units. To do that, they
match customer expectations with
current trends breaking ground in
relation to customer preferences
and technology development to line
up better planning and manufacture
better products.

“

In any scenario, what gets
measured gets managed.
That’s the basic principle.
When we are talking
about a company being
innovative, there must
be someone assigned by
the company, someone
who mulls and shapes
strategy and is fully aware
of what’s happening in
the technology world that
may impact the business
of the company.

“

we are facing a bit of a situation with
this going around in circles.

As mentioned, the big companies
are able to hire a CTO to head up
their technology agenda, however,
a different approach needs to be
taken by smaller companies. In
developed countries, they have
research companies, where you
can basically partner with them
on a project basis to carry out the
awareness activities for you. This
is maybe an opportunity for new
things to develop but unfortunately
these are some of the things that are
currently absent in the ecosystem.
Although many smaller companies
are reduced to buying off-theshelf technology and just adopting
new ones, there needs to be
someone in the company to keep
them technology aware and savvy.
Traditional sources of advantage
are rupturing, while new sources
of value are emerging. In addition
to this, every company needs to
realign their business objectives to
new realities taking shape rather
disruptively. But to be aware, it all
comes back to awareness and
understanding of the technological
issues surfacing, for example, new
disruptive trends that pose a threat
to your business. Local companies
need to give their commitment
to the cause to be able to take
informed decisions and actions.

www.myforesight.my
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Better yet, local companies need
to ask themselves where do they
look for new opportunities. With
such economics, it is possible to
envisage that along with the three
megatrends taking off globally and
shaking up many traditional sectors,
we should instead view disruptions
as opportunities.
I was asking a few industry insiders
recently, one of which was TORAY, a
Japanese company on how to deal
with Industry 4.0. Their answer was
astoundingly simple. They told me
you need to look at how to leverage
the three megatrends in the way you
manage your company. So if it does
not affect your physical operation,
what about the biological properties
of your business, does it affect you?
And lastly, how does it interfere with
the digital front of your business?
Our businesses need to define
clearly their battlegrounds along
these three dimensions. Viewing
your business with critical decisions
in mind transforms your business
processes.

www.myforesight.my

“

The government needs
to work together with the
private sector as well as
gather the support of the
community. Awareness,
understanding,
commitment and action.

Synthesising and acting on good
advice
In government, you need a
champion—it starts with the number
one, the prime minister. From there,
it cascades down and cuts across all
departments and agencies as the
practitioners and implementers at
the base of the STI human resource
pyramid.
To achieve sustained, profitable
growth, we need to ramp up our
capacity to receive good advice. This
practice needs to be institutionalized
through a council, for example. We
need to put into effect a sweeping
new act, an action council that has a
competent secretariat, and experts
who can carry out analysis. The
council, in turn, must be prepared
to receive advice on science and
technology from any source, say,
for example, MIGHT, as well as other
entities that carry academic, legal or
business weight.
We have what I believe to be a fairly
good capability to give advice, but
the capacity to receive advice is
still lacking. We need to formalize
that. We cannot just leave it to the
champions at the top—we need to
institutionalize the practice and be
decisive in acting on good counsel.
And the organisation needs to
be an action council, not just an
advisory council. Again, we need
an independent and dedicated
secretariat. We need to carve out
a separate team, an independent
secretariat that is not a part of any
ministry.

Via the council, we can reach our
target groups through social and
extended professional networks.
We need to make sure the advice
resonates in top government
management. We must pool together
qualified professionals trained in
looking into awareness metrics to
create ample understanding to rally
collective national commitment
and actions. Of these, awareness
metrics are integral to the process.
When anything urgent comes up,
the council of eminent can bring it to
the attention of the prime minister to
exert a sense of urgency to act. We
need to structure it such so that the
council’s members are trained to
receive advice and have the ability
to analyse the gist of any advice. In
addition, the council needs to be
transparent in overseeing resource
allocation to ensure that the
priorities they’re communicating are
actually the ones getting mobilised.

“

We need to encourage
more public debates on
science and technology.

“

In dealing with these new trends,
we need local companies to fully
comprehend the factors that are
at play impacting or killing their
business. The first thing that we
need to ask before rummaging
through the possibilities is how
do I manage my company’s
activities to improve effectiveness,
productivity and profitability? If you
talk about the Industry 4.0, how can
I leverage the three megatrends
to improve what I’m currently
doing. Rather than dealing with
these trends reactively, in practice,
it is not really about fending off
new competition. Less obvious to
businesses is about tapping on the
opportunities than managing the
risks. Certainly not acting is a sure
way to become defunct utility and
as new technologies become more
agile, local companies need to
figure out a way to leverage them
in their operations for efficiency,
productivity and profitability gains.

“

Embracing Industry 4.0

IN PERSON WITH

Simple, yet powerful sciencebased debates
As it appears, there is a lot that
needs to be done in the science
communication domain. Simple, yet
powerful communication provides
the rigor, speed and thoroughness
to transform our technology
agenda. Therefore, we need to
improve lines of communication and
address the national commitment to
the key stakeholders—the public,
businesses, and the community.
We need to encourage more public
debates on science and technology.
Although we have a supportive
stance to spur innovation, problems
usually arise when the stakeholders
are not well informed, in this case,
concerning emerging new trends.
Positively however, when the basics
are well-tended to, this will put us
in a better position to leverage the
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trends proactively and view these
new trends and potential disruptions
as opportunities.
On STI governance
Let’s look at our science governance
aspect. To make change stick, we
must embed decision capabilities in
our public sector. If you don’t put it
in place, nothing is going to happen.
Another area where we need counsel
is on STI development. Oftentimes,
we talk about the government’s
capacity to give advice. This
only comes after awareness and
understanding of the issues we are
currently facing. To a certain degree,
we need to disentangle from this
rigid model and revamp our science
governance structure to strengthen
our STI governance.
In any dynamic, entrepreneurial
economy, we need to channel
industry and community views
and advice effectively. Whether
it is evidence-based or scenariobased counsel, we need to bring
that advice to the secretariat of the
council. Authentic engagement
should be a priority especially when
undergoing a transformation to truly
realize the expected benefits.
Another
functional
role
that
the council needs to deliver is
content dissemination across our
stakeholder groups. We need
more departments and agencies
to publish and carry out science
communication activities in order
to educate our stakeholders on
key technology triggers and alerts.
In turn, we can solicit more public
debates to create awareness and
support. The support roles are often
the key to a decision’s success.
On this count, we can make great
strides collectively and scale up our
STI development capacity.
The way I see it, MIGHT’s role is to
bring in private sector views and on
the other hand, our universities bring
in the scientific community views. So
when it’s taken to the council, it gets
thoroughly evaluated.
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Universities
have
traditionally
played a critical facilitation role in
STI development through teaching
and research means. They should
have some kinds of community and
industry outreach measures as well
as international collaborations. They
need to be the ones that look at new
trends too, because they have got so
many intelligent people there—they
should be a consolidated group that
contributes in a meaningful way too.
MIGHT and the high-technology
agenda
When we started MIGHT, we
wanted to bring forth the issues our
private sector is grappling with to
the fore to create greater awareness
on STI components. We want to
bring critical issues that concern
the private sector onto mainstream
channels.

enablers determine any degree of
success any project will have and
they are; political will, economic
strength, social drivers and STI. For
many years running, STI has been
a major enabler. Without it, you
cannot do much. Take the midterm review for example. Let me
ask you, which mid-term review
can sustain any momentum without
STI? So, the public sector needs to
aptly understand this and facilitate
governance to ensure we entrench
our businesses in a position of
advantage in the years to come.
Identifying the critical decisions, we
need to take begins with creating a
decision architecture.

Apart from that, one more thing
that interests me is technology
prospecting. There must be higher
awareness on what is happening
around us. We know it is there,
but we do not know where it is.
Consequently, we don’t know how
and which technology can help
us improve our businesses. The
next one is scanning the horizon
using foresight exercises. When
we started MIGHT, initially, the
goal was to create a high-tech
industry interest group. This later
led to the inception of the MIGHT
Interest Group (MIG). Weathering the
technology storm is not something
that any company can do alone.
MIGHT needs to assume a critical
responsibility as a scenario-based
advisor in making sure we don’t
miss everyday decisions that add
up over time to drive our high-tech
sectors. This kind of partnership can
make a huge impact in furthering
our cause’s reach.
In general, if we look at our strength
across the three components I said
earlier, we have good dynamics
to carry us forward. And I believe
we are poised for rapid innovation
from both the public and private
sectors. In equal measures, four
www.myforesight.my
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MIGHT Consultation:

In the spirit of partnership and
collaboration
MIGHT Consultation is a key engagement platform for Malaysia’s
high-tech industry stakeholders.
Devoted to enhancing Malaysia’s holistic development in various
technology development areas, MIGHT Consultation 2018 (MC
2018) plays a strategic role in shaping Malaysia’s future by setting an
action agenda to strengthen Malaysia’s competitiveness. Despite a
host of challenges, there’s never been more reason to be optimistic
about the road ahead and this year, MC 2018 fully embraces the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) and Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG). To help catalyse progress, MC 2018 brings together
thought leaders to identify the emerging forces transforming the
high-tech industry. Loudly championing them helps to galvanise
change and foster alignment on mission across diverse stakeholder
groups.

MC 2018 is an innovation platform for:
•
•
•
•

Creating an idea factory (Strategic inputs for the government
and high-tech industries)
Initiating policy decisions and leadership for innovation and
sustainable development
Addressing technology gaps
Identifying ground breaking high-tech innovation areas

Who is involved?

Local industry
International
players
industry players

Government
representatives

Academia

Might Consultation throughout the years
Throughout the years, MIGHT Consultation has touched various
development areas to raise the odds of success for Malaysia’s
high-tech industry. Collaborative efforts between the public and
private sector should be developed in tandem. In an industry this
big, the development of national industry blueprints and ﬂagship
programmes go a long way to accelerate the pace of change.
From 1993, we align Malaysia’s high-tech industry manoeuvres and
facilitative governance to deliver great results.
•
•
•
•
•

From Global Smart Partnership Dialogue in 1993 to the
establishment of Global Science and Innovation Advisory
Council
From National Aerospace Blueprint in 1997 to the development
of Future Rail 2030;
From Herbal Product Blueprint in early 2000 to Malaysia
Biomass Initiative 2010;
From Industrialized Building System Roadmap in 2000 to the
Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Industry Strategic Plan 2020;
Capturing
growth
opportunities
in
biotechnology,
nanotechnology, composite technology and beyond.

High technology highlights
MIGHT and Commonwealth
Partnership for Technology
Management (CPTM) jointly
organised the 1st Langkawi
International Dialogue (LID)
to disseminate a Smart
Partnership concept to
promote global cooperative
harmony and prosperity.

SENSTECH Sdn Bhd was
established to commercialise the
national MMChip project.

Published ‘Piloting the Aerospace
Industry Take-off: Blueprint for The
Aerospace Industry in Malaysia (1997)’.
In the same year, Malaysian Aerospace
Council (MAC) was established.

Technology Depository Agency
(TDA) was established after
Cabinet based-decision upon
the ‘Offset Programmes of the
National Defence Procurement’
study recommendations

Proposed the development of Langkawi
Formula One. F1 Malaysia was launched
in 1999.

The Development of the Maritime
Industry blueprint was published
with focus on ship building and
ship repair to reduce the country’s
over dependence on foreign ships.

Perkhidmatan Rundingan Industri
Malaysia Sdn Bhd (PRIMA) was launched
to provide a knowledge management
platform for Malaysian industries.
The National Technology Mapping
Programme was introduced as a pillar to
support the country’s ability to ‘see’ itself
better in the future.
Redevelopment of
Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah
Subang (LTSASS),
Skypark was established.

1995
1993

1998

2004

1996

2001

The Malaysian
Pharmaceutical Industry
Action Plan was published
as a result of engagement
with key stakeholder
groups through MIGHT
Interest Group (MIG) in
pharmaceutical.

Malaysian Herbal Corporation
was established and
Malaysian Herbal Outlook
Report was published.

Establishment of MIGHT
1st MIGHT Consultation: Smart
Partnership
Green Management and
Green Technology Report was
published.

2006
2005

National Biotechnology Policy:
Biotechnology for Wealth Creation
and Social Well-being, The Way
Forward was published. Following
this, Biotech Corp was established.
Completion of the Yangoon
Region Strategic Development
Plan study commissioned by the
Economic Planning Unit (EPU) for
the Yangoon City Development
Committee, Myanmar (YCDC)
under the ‘Prosper Thy Neighbour’
Project.
Malaysian Aerospace Industry
Report was published, followed by
a biennial publication

2010
2008

Malaysian Automotive
Institute (MAI) was
established as the
focal coordination
point, centre and think
tank for Malaysia’s
automotive industry.
Malaysia launched
Malaysia-Korea
Technology Transfer
Gateway (MYKOR)
as a collaborative
partnership between
MIGHT and Korea
Technology Transfer
Centre (KTTC) to
promote higher
technology transfer
between the two
countries.

Global Science
& Innovation
Advisory
Council (GSIAC)
was established
as an advisory
board to
improve and
optimise
Malaysia’s
capabilities in
the fields of
science and
innovation.

MIGHT launched The
National Foresight Institute
(myForesight®) to discover
new technology frontiers
for the nation through the
applications of Foresight
methodologies and
initiatives.

Green Technology Foresight
2030 was published with
nine (9) sets of prioritized
green technology
recommendations.

The Malaysian Solar Roadmap
2030 was published to chart
Malaysia’s growth direction
and action plan for the solar PV
industry development.

The 1st Global Cleantech
Innovation Programme
(GCIP) for Malaysia was held,
jointly organized by MIGHT
and UNIDO to nurture local
cleantech technopreneurs.

The Future of Malaysian Public
Service 2020 and Beyond
was published. MIGHT took
the lead in formulating the
strategic outlook and policy
directions of the joint initiative
between Malaysian Public
Service and the United Nations
Development Programme
(UNDP).

The Malaysian
Shipbuilding/Ship
Repair Industry
Strategic Plan 2020
was published
through the
National Maritime
International Forum
(NMIF) and MIGHT.

The Newton-Ungku Omar
Fund was established to
address socio-economic
issues and cover activities
ranging from growing
capacities of the Malaysian
science and innovation
community through
fellowship, mobility schemes
and joint centres.

Aerospace Malaysia
Innovation Centre
(AMIC) was
established to
enhance Malaysia’s
aerospace industry
competitiveness.

Malaysian Rail Supporting
Industry Roadmap 2030
was published to provide
a guideline for the
development of the rail
industry through to 2030.

2012
2011

Science to Action (S2A)
was launched to raise
the nation’s science,
technology and innovation
profile to assist in national
development goals.
National R&D Prioritisation
Report was published
as a guide to develop
and prioritise R&D
areas pertaining to STI
components in Malaysia.
Malaysian Shipbuilding/
Ship Repair Industry Report
was published followed by a
biennial publication.
Malaysian Solar Industry
Report 2012/2013 was
published.

Regional Solar Hub Testing Certification
and Training was launched as a direct
output from the Roadmap.
MIGHT partnered with TNBES to roll out
the Green Energy Program at national
highways.

OECD Report & Policy: Malaysia
2016

Global Smart Cities Alliance Towards
Achieving Sustainable Cities and
Communities was launched to showcase
local smart city best practices.

The Malaysian Rail Industry
Corporation (MARIC) was
established.

Malaysian Shipbuilding & Ship Repair
Industry: Positioning in the Industry 4.0
was published.

Malaysia, represented by Dr.
Abhimanyu Veerakumarasivam
won Famelab International
2016 - the biggest science
communication competition in
the world. Malaysia was the first
Asian country to win the title.

MIGHT was given the mandate to
spearhead the formulation of a newly
launched program, Industry 4wrd:
National Policy on Industry 4.0 which
demonstrates how the government
is taking action to help the Malaysian
industries adopt Industry 4.0
technologies.

2014
2013

Malaysian Technology Strategic Outlook
2017/2018 - Embracing Industry 4.0 was
launched to promote awareness on the
latest development and challenges
shaping local and global hightechnology industry landscapes.

2016
2015

2018
2017

Malaysian Aerospace Industry Blueprint 2030 was published as
a follow up to the initial plan introduced in 1998. Collectively,
the Blueprint addressed various local progress areas and global
changes in the aerospace industry.
MYBiomass was established as a platform to realise Malaysian
Biomass Initiative (MBI) objectives in optimising Malaysia’s existing
advantages in the oil palm industry and capitalise on potential
opportunities from the oil palm biomass sector. In an effort to
nurture the growth of local biomass industry, the Malaysian
Biomass Industry Action Plan 2020 focused on identifying niche
areas for Malaysian SMEs to explore in the biomass industry.

MIGHT represented Malaysia
for the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation
And Development (OECD),
technology policy (TIP) meeting
to provide evidence-based
advice to member countries
in a bid to foster STI policies
that enhance productivity,
sustainability and inclusivity of
a knowledge-driven economic
growth.

MIGHT was appointed as a founding member of the Asian STI
Think Tanks Network (ASTN)—a platform that brings together
leading figures in S&T policymaking, education, and research to
share experience and strategies.

MIGHT established the Smart
City Alliance framework to
streamline smart city initiatives
among key stakeholder groups.

National Composite Centre (NCC) was established to spearhead
the development of composite technology development and set
up a reference point for all of the nation’s composite initiatives.
MIGHT received a special Industry Partnership award from the
state of Malacca in recognition of MIGHT’s efforts in promoting the
greening of cities as the new engine for economic growth through
investment, job creation and innovation.

High technology
industry - the past,
present & the future

Hindsight

Insight

Foresight

Since the invention of steam engines, technological
innovations have played a big role in transforming the
high-tech industry. For this issue, we take a deep dive
into the guts of how Malaysia’s industrial ecosystem
has evolved over the years—and how new trends
could possibly unfold in the future. This infographic
aims to provide a few kernels of wisdom on several key
industries to open up our minds to new possibilities
that might play out down the track.

WE HAVE MADE PROGRESS
1957 to late 1970s

1980s to mid 1990s

Agrarian
Economy

Late 1990s to NOW

ResourceLed Economy

InnovationLed Economy

MANUFACTURING
From non-optimised crude manufacturing to smart factories

Past

Present

In the past:
Non-optimised crude
manufacturing

Today, the manufacturing industry
has grown by leaps and bounds:
Isolated and optimised cells

Future
A smart factory is a flexible system that self-optimizes performance across a broader performance network and self-adapts to learn
changing conditions in real or near-real time, to autonomously run end-to-end production processes.
Advanced manufacturing
systems
• Interconnected system/
system integration
• Machine-to-machine
communication
• Machine-to-human
interaction

Internet of Things
• Object tagging
• Internet to object
communication
• Real time data
capture
• Reduce waste

Mass customisation
• Customer and
marketing
• Match customers’
needs with mass
production efficiency
• On-demand
manufacturing

?

TALENT
From labour economics to agile talents

Past

Present

Labour is physical work done
by people, in contrast to that
done by machines and working
animals.

High-tech industries are
cultivating dynamic futuredriven talents

Future
Agile Talents are independent
workers hired on a contingency basis
to cover specific outsourced projects
that are time sensitive, cover for busy
seasons or assist in urgent business
needs.

Agile talent provides a unique benefit:
The ability to quickly and costefficiently gain access to the expertise
necessary to solve a critical business
problem or take advantage of a sudden
opportunity.

AUTOMOTIVE
From driving to autonomous vehicles
From engine-powered vehicles to energy efficient vehicles (EEV)

Past

Present

In the past, conventional
transportation means and
animals were used to get from
one destination to the other.

A combustion engine generates
mechanical power by releasing
energy from a fuel and air
mixture.

Cow carts

Engine powered
vehicles

Future
An Autonomous vehicle is a car with embedded advanced technologies and computational system, to recognise any dynamic
condition of the road.

LiDAR

LiDAR - Light Detection
and Ranging - A
rooftop ranging system
comprised of 64 lasers
paints a 360-degree
picture of the car’s
surroundings that is
accurate to within 2 cm.

Accident-prevention
systems trigger alerts
when they detect
something in a car’s
blind spot.

Radar

Infrared
camera

Two infrared headlamps
extend your vision at
night without blinding
other drivers. The
signature of the infrared
beam is detected by a
camera, which displays
an illuminated image on
the dashboard.

EEVs are vehicles that meet any delineated fuel consumption or carbon emission standard. An EEV can be of any type of powertrain—
internal combustion engines, electric vehicles, hybrids or alternative fuel.

EEVs INCLUDE

Carbon
Emission
(g/km)

Fuel
Consumption
(l/100km)
FUEL CELLS

Vehicles with internal
combustion engines
(ICE)

Hybrid vehicles

Electric vehicles

Alternative fuel
vehicles

EEV

PHARMACEUTICAL
From one-prescription-fits-all to personalised medicine

Past

Present

Over the past decade,
patients traditionally used
herbs and animism rituals
to restore health.

Today, patients are
attended to by modern
doctors and get
medicine distributed by
hospitals or pharmacies.

Traditional herbal

Animism

Modern medicine,
vitamins, supplements

Modern medicine,
vitamins, supplements

Future
Personalised medicine is a type of medical care that provides individually customized treatments and medication for patients.

•
Data derived from smart devices
worn by patients.
Smart devices

•
Madicine machines

Machines utilise patient data
for diagnosis.
Machines prescribe medicine
for individual treatment.

AGRICULTURE
From agrarian farming to precision agriculture and smart farming

Past

Present

Traditional farming is
technically and technologically
primitive. The land is farmed
to provide sustenance;
everything that is produced
is needed for survival
(subsistence).

Intensive farming is an
agricultural intensification
and a mechanization system
that aims to maximize yields
from available land through
various means.

Manual labour

Working animals

Machanisation

Future
Smart farming is a farming management concept using modern technology to increase the quantity and quality of agricultural
produce.
24/7 Sensors and real-time monitoring
Using round-the-clock smart sensors
to monitor real-time crop and livestock
health, soil quality, and weather—
tracking sound, sight, or touch to provide
constant and consistent observation
and information about farms.

24
24

Drones, robotics, AI, and automation
platforms
Fully autonomous robots, drones, and
other intelligent farm machines to
augment efficiency and improve worker
safety as well as save costs (especially
labor costs).

Precision agriculture and predictive data analytics
While sensors and robots will in themselves improve farming efficiency and compile massive amounts of
useful data, it will require considerable analysis to convert the growing amount of big data available to farmers
into actionable insights: relevant and usable information that helps them better manage operations.

CHEMICAL
From Commodities to green manufacturing

Past
Heavy reliance on
commodities such as tin and
rubber.

Present
In a time of oil price volatility, oil
& gas and palm oil industries are
diversifying through upstreaming
and down streaming innovation
activities.

Future
Green manufacturing is reducing pollution and waste by minimizing use of natural resources, recycling and reusing what was
considered waste to reduce carbon emissions.
Waste Prevention
Prioritize the prevention of waste, rather than
cleaning up and treating waste after it has
been created. Plan ahead to minimize waste
at every step.

Real –Time Pollution Prevention
Monitor chemical reactions in real-time as
they occur to prevent the formulation and
release of any potentially hazardous and
polluting substances.

Use Of Renewable Feedstocks
Use chemicals made from renewable (e.g.
plant-based) sources, rather than other
equivalent or chemicals derived from
petrochemical sources.

Less Hazardous Chemical Synthesis
Design chemical reactions synthetic routes
to be as safe as possible. Consider the
hazards of all substances handled during the
reactions, including waste.

RESOURCE SUPPLY
From abundant natural supplies to doing more with less

Land

Past

Present

Resource-intensive

Resource scarcity and climate change are raising the
importance of sustainable practices and management.

Agriculture

Land

Agriculture

Mining

Future
Doing more with less maximises resources’ productivity. With depleting resources and increasing prices, industries are now forced
to do more and pivot toward sustainable practices. This includes the use of alternative resources

Land

Building

Agriculture

Energy

Conclusion
There is however no absolute certainty for
any sector. A development benchmark needs
to be created to outline the full potential of
each sector. Controlling resources, methods
and widening research activities need to be
carried out to cultivate greater improvement
across all sectors. By and large, there
will be peaks and valleys—and plenty of
opportunities await our high-tech industry
players as new economic shifts driven by
emerging technologies bring about higher
technology advancement. But in between,
disruptions wait for no one. But looked at
another way, some risks loom as well wherein
the consequences of making the wrong
decision is huge, but the risk of not acting at
all may be even worse.

For the sources behind this infographic, please visit: www.
myforesight.my
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike 4.0 International License
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Making sense of shifting high
technology landscapes
Dato’ Ir. Nitchiananthan A/L
Balasubramaniam
Chief Executive Officer
HSS Integrated Sdn Bhd

The next wave of change is coming to our high-tech industries.
What do you make of it?
Digital innovation (or disruption) through the conceptual “Internet
of Things (IOT)” using Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Blockchain
technologies will dictate the manner in which governments
operate and businesses are conducted. It will also drive the
changing pattern of individual habits and behaviour.
The usage of AI in routine and less complex decision making
processes is well established and progressing to more complex
and advanced domains of decision making. The global quench
for accountability, transparency and traceability will also move

INTEGRATED

the evolving Blockchain technology to a new level.
Considering the above, the challenge for any services-based
businesses would be to utilise digital platforms and collaborative
tools to enhance productivity and to be an important differentiator
in the delivery of services.
One such tool is the Building Information Modelling (BIM) which
has gained traction globally in the construction and asset
management sectors. HSS Engineers Berhad (HEB), being in
the forefront of adopting to technological changes, begun to
use BIM back in 2012 and is currently incorporating substantial
portions of BIM in the delivery of our services.

Shamsuddin Mohamed Yusof
Chief Executive Officer
CTRM Sdn Bhd

How do you foresee Malaysia’s high-tech industry in the next
10 years?
There’s a lot of excitement today to embark on Industry 4.0 and
to welcome the digitalization era. We must be able to ensure
decent returns from our investment in any industry we operate
in especially in an increasingly demanding and competitive
environment. As we may have to be more cautious and selective
in our approach towards subscribing to automation, not all the
processes in the manufacturing industry are applicable nor
economically viable.
For the aerospace industry, labor-intensive operations will
still be one of the options in order to remain competitive and
sustainable despite its high CAPEX and long gestation period.
Thus, training and development modules for our human capital
that focus on competency skills development has to be dynamic
to fulfill and respond to the aspiration and expectations of future

- 26 -

industry requirements.
The aerospace industry landscape is currently undergoing an
evolution process that’s centered around cost competitiveness.
Industry players are now in a race to explore new approaches
and methods to develop better cost discipline in manufacturing
their products and offering their services.
Much effort has been geared toward conducting research and
technology development work. Several technology partners
and customers are now accessing and evaluating the ‘proofof–concept’ and feasibility of such technology applications
and offerings. Such initiatives have been planned and work is
currently in progress. In part, we foresee this will help CTRM
in not only strengthening our position to become a prominent
global advanced composites manufacturer, but also enable us
to be more flexible and attractive in terms of our capability in
offering multiple new technology applications to customers.

www.myforesight.my
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Dr. Liew Kan-Ern
Chief Executive Officer
Aerospace Malaysia Innovation Centre (AMIC)

Khairil Adri Adnan
Chief Executive Officer
DreamEDGE Sdn Bhd

How are you figuring out this change that’s coming at
a rapid pace?

How can our high-tech industries boost the country’s
economy?

AMIC’s business is to be at the apex of the wave. By
forecasting the next technological ripples that would
come, as an industrial R&T organization, we ensure that
AMIC is always on the look out for disruptive trends to
foster new corresponding technologies and provide
ample development opportunities here in Malaysia for
our aerospace industry.

The evolving practices of high-tech industry in Malaysia
can positively impact the country’s economy via the
emergence of new services, industries and direct job
creation. It’s going to contribute to our GDP growth and
in turn, transform our business innovation activities and
workforce. Overall, this will reform the country’s economy.

Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Dr.
Jeffrey Cheah
Founder & Chairman
Sunway Group

How do you foresee Malaysia’s high-tech industry in the next
10 years?
Given the pace at which technology is advancing, it is difficult
to see what’s around the corner, let alone the next decade. But
I suspect we will see deeper integration of Artificial Intelligence
and Robotics in our industries. And quality education is
paramount to develop a talent pool for the jobs of the future.

www.myforesight.my

At Sunway, we are fortunate to have started our digital
transformation journey early. The future is set to be about
Big Data and the convergence of the physical and the digital
through the Internet of Things (IoT). The most important change,
however, is in mind-sets. We cannot operate in the digital age
by relying on analogue mind-sets. We can however select the
team members carefully, trust and empower them to do their
work, but regularly verify their answers. (Digital transformation
is taken as given)
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Saharudin Tumiran
General Manager
Advanced Air Traffic System (M) Sdn Bhd

How can our high-tech industries boost the country’s
economy?
The Air Traffic Management (ATM) system is important to
the economy and way of life. As such, we have constructed
a prescriptive decision model and corresponding algorithm
solutions to enable autonomous decision-support system
development. This new technology will increase flight safety,
efficiency and capacity and includes green initiatives. This
system can leverage strengths between computer systems and
human framework to provide greater value to stakeholders. With
highly trained engineers supported by advanced technology,

we can deliver higher Service Operational Availability (SOA).
ATM is an important system that’s largely controlled by human
decision makers to tackle complex decisions. By developing a
decision-support system that controls ATM data and focus on
Artificial Intelligence prospects, computing power gets an added
advantage with real-time data providing relevant predictions
of future outcomes. The system will increase its autonomous
capacity to contribute more effectively in decision making under
minimum human supervision. This gives air traffic controllers a
real advantage and helps in better working organization and
efficiency.

Datuk Khalilur Rahman Ebrahim
Executive Chairman
System Consultancy Services Sdn Bhd

Ramaness Parasuraman
Chief Executive Officer
Free The Seed Sdn Bhd

How do you foresee Malaysia’s high-tech industry in
the next 10 years?

The next wave of change is coming to our high-tech
industries. What do you make of it?

We were once the Asian Tiger, but as of late we have
lost our competitive position to our neighbors. However,
we are still one of the best in terms of infrastructure,
human capital and political stability in the region. With
proper guidance and support from the government,
we can rebuild industry confidence to become a world
leader in high-tech industries again.

The global disposable packaging industry is going
through a massive and rapid change-over process
to introduce alternative eco-friendly and sustainable
solutions to mitigate plastic pollution caused globalwarming. Our TRL-10 business model has already made
the required changes ahead of the global legislation
datelines, this enables us to reap the benefits of being
the first-mover riding the next wave of the go-green
movement.

- 28 -
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Datuk Seri Ir Azman Mohd
Chief Executive Officer/ President
Tenaga Nasional Berhad

The next wave of change is coming to our high-tech industries.
What do you make of it?
We believe the next high in industrial change will continue be the
rapid digitalization of the industry impacting multiple business
facets such as higher efficiency, productivity and improved and
new ways of customer experience and service/product delivery.
New technologies will come not just from expected players but

from others such O&G and technology players.
We have seen this change coming and have been preparing
ourselves to be more competitive, efficient, customer centric
and adaptive to adoption of new technology that brings value
to the business as well as open to new ideas, thinking in a
constantly changing world and developing leaders who can set
the right examples.

Datuk Ir. Dr. Abdul Rahim Hashim
Vice-Chancellor
University Malaya (UM)

How can our high-tech industries boost the country’s
economy?
It will raise the country’s economy to the next level through
higher productivity, added value and introduction of possibly
new industry spin offs. It will also lead to the introduction of
higher value added products, services and the creation of high
paying jobs. It will also increase the skill levels of workers and
specialization in many disciplines. If done right, our high-tech
industries can also propel the country’s competitiveness.

www.myforesight.my

Universities will have to transform themselves from ‘businessas-usual’ to be prepared to address the various challenges our
high-tech industries are currently facing. Universities need to be
more agile and responsive to embrace fast-paced emergence
of disruptive products and business models. Most importantly
is the change and mind-sets that are necessary to master in
the high-tech sectors in both teaching and learning as well as
research. Universities must leverage on technology levers in any
economic scenario and have the foresight to address society’s
needs effectively.
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High-tech on the high road
Why high technology industry matters

Defining hig

High-tech industries are significant for any economy. They
ensure production of exportable products, enhance international
competitiveness of countries, attract qualified labour force, and ensure
production of high value-added products. They are related to complex
processing of raw materials, innovative activities, as well as translation
of R&D into various spill overs.
€
$
Developed countries from the
OECD* have been measuring their
high-tech industries for many
years, since OECD first published
its findings on high-tech definitions
in 1997. These definitions including
those from Eurostat have since been
widely adopted by Governments and
research institutions to profile and
gauge the performance of high-tech
industries.

Global trade in high-tech products
has been on an increasing trend since
the turn of the century, with global
high-tech export value close to
doubled over the last 14 years (20112014). For countries pursuing the
development of high-tech industries,
having the ability to measure hightech industrial performances is
crucial in the planning and execution
of their development programmes.

Listings of industrial sectors and products that are considered as
high technologies, based on OECD/Eurostat definition.

Sector approach
Manufacturing industries
High-tech

*OECD: Organisation for Economic CoOperation and Development

Pharmaceuticals

Adopting best practices
to profile and measure
high-tech industrial
performances is essential in
ensuring sustained growth
for a country’s high-tech
industries, including Malaysia.

Malaysia
is

9th

Largest exporter of
high-tech products in the
world, in terms of export
values (2016)

Air and spacecraft
Computer,
and related
electronic and
machinery
optical products

Medium high-tech

According to data from The
World Bank (based on OECD
definition)

Global trade (exports) in high-tech products is on an increasing trend.

Global high-tech product export values (Current USD)

Trillion

Approach 1
The sectoral approach is separated into two sub-categories,
namely manufacturing industries and knowledge intensive
services, as they both have relatively different indicators to
consider. Manufacturing industries are then further broken
down into four groups, namely high-tech, medium high-tech,
medium low-tech, and low-tech.

Motor vehicles,
trailers and
semi-trailers

Weapons and
ammunition

Medical
and dental
instruments and
supplies

Machinery and
equipment n.e.c.

Chemicals and
chemical products

Electrical
equipment

2.0
1.8
1.6

Rail, military vehicles and transport
equipment n.e.c

1.4
1.2

Medium low-tech

1.0
2002

2000

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

Source: The World Bank

* n.e.c - not elsewhere classified

Low-tech

Knowledge intensive services

China dominates with 28% of world market share of high tech exports.
Malaysia at 3% of world market share is the second in ASEAN.

Leading high-tech exporting countries (2016, Current USD)
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Education

Art, entertainment
and recreation

Water and air
transport
Public
administration
and defence;
compulsory social
security

Human health
and social work
activities

Employment
activities

Professional,
scientific and
technical
activities

Security and
investigation
activities

Source: Eurostat, OECD & MIGHT

gh technology

MIGHT’s views: High tech the Malaysian way

•

Central to measuring high-tech industry performances
is a clear definition of high-technology. Globally,
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and the European Statistical
Office (Eurostat) are actively engaged in monitoring
the performances of selected economies.

•

The definition for high technology industrial sectors
is determined by the level of intensity in research and
development (R&D), whilst high technology products
is determined by the product’s technology content,
hence the two different approaches.

•

Both the OECD and the Eurostat have conducted
extensive research on the definition, and have arrived
at an exhaustive list of industrial sectors and products
that are considered as high technologies.

•

For developing countries such as Malaysia, it is
generally recognized that both the high-tech and
medium high-tech sectoral groupings can be
considered as high-tech industrial sectors.

Approach 2
The product approach is mainly to monitor trade flows
among countries and is categorized based on the final
products

Product approach

Malaysia’s involvement in high technologies intensified during the 70s
to further propel the economy. Automotive, aerospace, pharmaceutical,
electrical & electronics, and chemicals are sectors synonymous to Malaysian
high-tech industry. These sectors not only elevated the R&D activities but
also gave prominence to Malaysia among global high-tech players.
It is timely that Malaysia possesses the ability to measure the performances
of its high-tech industries, and benchmark against developed countries to
identify gaps and set performance targets.
Besides, a clear profile of high-tech industries in Malaysia should also
be established to facilitate in the planning and execution of development
programmes.
Fundamental to implementing such best practices is to build an extensive
database containing relevant data on Malaysia’s high-tech industries and
related statistics.
Moreover, concerted efforts from the Government, researchers, and the
private sector in providing the necessary data for analyses is paramount to
the success of the implementation.
In this regard, MIGHT has proactively embarked on an attempt to establish
a high-tech database, whereby the financial performances of high-tech
industries and export performances of high-tech products can be measured
and analysed.
Thereby, Malaysia should adopt best practices in defining and assessing the
high-tech industry from well established institutions, such as the OECD and
Eurostat, to ensure the success of its implementation. Understanding the
local landscape can also assist to strategize on targeted action plans, as well
as managing risks.
Although Malaysia’s total manufactured exports is on a slightly reducing
trend, our high-tech export remains steadfast.

High-tech products

High-Tech Exports versus Total Manufactured Exports (Malaysia)

Current
USD

133bn

141bn

140bn

139bn 144bn

134bn

129bn

150bn

Aerospace

Computers
office machines

Electronicstelecommunications

100bn
54bn

55bn

55bn

56bn

61bn

55bn

54bn

50bn

0bn

Non-electrical
machinery

Scientific
instruments

2010

Electrical
machinery

2011

2012

2013

2014

High-Tech Exports

2015

2016

Total Manufactured Export

Malaysia’s high-tech exports as a percentage of total manufactured
exports is on a gradually increasing trend, as a result of the slowdown in
total manufactured exports.
Chemistry

Pharmacy

High-tech exports as a percentage of total manufactured
exports (Malaysia)

Armament
%

42.11

42.03

42.00

41.21

41.00
40.62
40.17
40.00

For the sources behind this infographic, please visit: www.
myforesight.my
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike 4.0 International License
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Local industries accrue significant
business benefits through emerging
local leaders in key new industries

Malaysia’s entrepreneurship
ecosystem support and
emerging industries to be
further developed in tandem

VentureTECH portfolio companies
are making strong leaps toward one
common goal - sustainability

Spearheading high-tech investment
in building iconic industry leaders in
emerging industries

Ahmad Redzuan Sidek
ahmadredzuan@venturetech.,my
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uilding a formidable leadership in
high value economy has been the
Malaysia’s strategic move since
1980s. The shift aims to grow the nation
as an innovation-driven developed
country. With this vision, the development
of technology-driven SMEs forms an
integral part of transforming the Malaysian
economic ecosystem into a higher growth
trajectory. The Eleventh Malaysia Plan MidTerm Review (RMK-11 MTR) for the period
2018-2020 has also re-emphasised the
need to invest in high value added and
high-tech SMEs in promoting inclusive
development and wellbeing of the Rakyat.
(Source: EPU, 2018)
VentureTECH (previously known as A-Bio)
was established as a developmental
investment entity to encourage the
participation of Malaysian entrepreneurs
and SMEs in high value-added and
high technology industries in Malaysia.
Initiated by the Government as a strategic
high impact program directly under the
purview of the Economic Planning Unit
(EPU), VentureTECH was incorporated
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of MIGHT
(Malaysian Industry-Government Group for
High Technology).
While the original intent was to help
transform the Bumiputera Commercial
and Industrial Community (BCIC) in
targeted emerging sectors, over the years
VentureTECH has evolved and expanded
its scope, but it remains committed
in empowering Bumiputera industrial
community towards balancing sustainable
equittable growth and socio-economic
development.
At the heart of VentureTECH is its mandate
and aspiration to be a game changer
in the nation’s quest to increase the
number of high-tech companies in the
country. In order to achieve its national
mandate, VentureTECH strategizes its
investments to address critical gaps in
the
ecosystem—funding,
marketing,
technology and entrepreneurship skillsets,
in a strategic and holistic manner. In doing
so, it complements other national initiatives
aimed at optimizing the country’s intrinsic
strengths and economic potential by
pushing into new frontiers of high-tech
industries and tapping on the new markets.
It is the company’s investment principle not
to just seek profitability. The bigger agenda
www.myforesight.my

VIEWPOINTS
is to select and support commercially
viable ventures with high socio-economic
multipliers and impact. More importantly,
it looks for ventures that are spearheaded
by dynamic, resilient and visionary
entrepreneurs that share VentureTECH’s
values and aspiration, which is to build
iconic Malaysian companies, that would
eventually become world players.
The company relentlessly pursues valuecreating partnerships. It does not want
to be known as just another investment
company. This is where the company
always strives to align its commercially
driven processes along with the national
mandate to catalyse the growth of local
entrepreneurial capacity in high-tech
industries through direct nurturing.
This also means that the company has to
strategize holistically and invest in only a
selective group of companies. These are
companies which have not only shown
probability to generate great return on
investment, but are also in the best position
to deliver positive spill over effects to the
industries and economy and the larger
community as a whole. Throughout its
investment tenure, VentureTECH works
hand-in-hand with the management
teams of its portfolio companies. The aim
is to strengthen the companies’ business
practices and financial position, creating
value throughout every development
step. Significantly, VentureTECH has a long
history of doing just that.

VentureTECH portfolio
companies are geared to
generate positive spill over
effects to the industry and
economy.

VentureTECH assistance in
management and growth
strategy help companies
under its fold overcome
obstacles to growth.

VentureTECH places a high priority on
three major industry sectors; the emerging
industry, bio-based industry and green
industry. The emerging industry sector
includes the likes of advanced sensors,
3D printing, data analytics, automation
& robotics and Artificial intelligence (AI).
Leveraging Industry 4.0 trends taking off
globally. The bio-based industry covers
niche sub-sectors such as healthcare bio,
and industrial bio that promoted green
material and green chemical products.
There are also cross-over converging areas
in the three sectors. This is summarised in
the figure below:
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Forward looking, VentureTECH is guided
by future technology trends and emerging
industries

EMERGING
INDUSTRY

Emerging future trends

• Sensor
• Artificial
• 3D Printing
intelligence
• Data
• Automation
analytics
& robotics

Industry 4.0 technology
•
Additive manufacturing
•
Internet of Things
•
Connectivity
•
Digitisation of manufacturing
•
Smart grid
•
Transportation

BIO-BASED
INDUSTRY

Cross-over,
Healthcare Bio
converging
• Pharmaceuticals
areas
• Medical devices
• Phyto-pharma
• Biosimilar
Industrial Bio
• Biochemicals
• Biomaterials
• Bioenergy
Agro Bio
• Precision farming
• Food & feed
industry

Bio-based products
•
Growing global population
•
Increasing food demand
•
Ageing society
•
Advanced medical
technologies
•
Personalised medicine

GREEN
INDUSTRY
• Renewable
energy
• Energy efficient

Environmental
•
Advanced materials
•
Resource problems
•
Energy problems
•
Mitigation of greenhouse
effects

VentureTECH invests
in sub-sectors driven
by HIGH GROWTH
MARKET potential

RM11.3Bil
Malaysia’s pharma market
size to grow to RM15.5B in
2020 (9.5% CAGR)

RM9.79Bil
2017 total trade for medical
devices in Malaysia

Higher value-added
products and
services

7:1 import-export ratio
Malaysia’s 2016 pharma
import-export ratio
increased to 7:1 in 2016 from
5:1 in 2009

US$2.42 Billion
Global A.I. Market 2017

US$50 billion
Global Market for 3D printing
and additive manufacturing
in 2025

RM31.5Bil
Total GNI to be generated by
biomass industry by 2020

US$66.6 Billion
Industry 4.0 global market size in 2016 projected to grow at CAGR 15% to reach US$152.3
billion by 2022

VentureTECH investee companies are market leaders
VentureTECH is positioning itself as
a company to help Malaysia capture
a sizeable share of the global
business shaped by new emerging
technologies.
VentureTECH portfolio companies
consist of market leaders in various
niche areas, managed and owned by
reputable, genuine and tech-savvy
entrepreneurs and their strategic JV
companies. These include:
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Prestigious Discovery Sdn Bhd
DreamEDGE Sdn Bhd
•
•
•
•
•

A Tier-1 design, engineering and
solution company
Active in R&D and has vast experience
in automotive & robotics
An additive manufacturing player in
line with Industry 4.0
Registered as a leading design house
with TDA and Ministry of Finance
Footprint in automotive, rail and
shipbuilding industry and other
platform services.

•
•
•

•

Ranked as a prominent vendor in Global
RTU Market in 2017 by ReportLinker1
A leading company in Remote Terminal
Unit (RTU) and DCS/SCADA for smart
grid and communications
Involved in large power/energy and
transportation sectors national projects
commissioned by Tenaga Nasional
Berhad (TNB) and Keretapi Tanah
Melayu (KTM).
Developed diverse applications of
advanced sensors and intelligence
application in precision farming.
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Clinipath (M) Sdn Bhd

Detik Aturan Sdn Bhd

Extra Built Sdn Bhd

•

•

•
•
•

A leading EFB pellet maker from
biomass for power a producer in
Malaysia
Has traction in the USD7.65 billion
global biomass pellet market supply
chain (2016)2
Well placed to take advantage of the
global pellet market worth USD15.9
billion in 2020
Has global market footprint in China,
Korea and Japan.

MyBiomass Sdn Bhd
•
•
•

•
•

A fast-growing high-value biomass
pioneering green chemical industry
player.
A JV partner of big corporations namely
Sime Darby and FGV.
By 2025, projected revenue generation
from industry and economic impact
of RM100 Billion and jobs creation of
90,000
First nanocellulose biorefinery that aims
RM2.22 billion nanocellulose global
market in 2021
Optimises the country’s abundant
resources to move into high-value
green products.

MaeroTech Sdn Bhd
•
•
•

•

Conducts commercialisation of thermal
barrier nano coating and derivative
products.
Plans to manufacture aerogel coating
and painting for the construction
industry.
Provides wide applications of highgrowth construction and building
industry, automotive, shipbuilding,
transportation, and other energy
savings sectors.
Distributes aerogel - world lightest solid
material composed of 99.9% air volume;
yet capable of supporting mass
thousand times its own weight.

•
•
•
•

A Market leader in energy efficient
lighting solution
A member of SME Corp’s Green SSL/
LED program
1 out of 17 local energy efficient lighting
producers and a vendor for MRT Corp
1 of only 2 Bumiputera energy efficient
lighting manufacturers in Malaysia
Holds a strong industry position in civil
engineering i.e. buildings, highways and
rail industry.

•

•
•

The 4th largest pathology test
provider in Malaysia with 20 branches
across Malaysia serving 650 doctors,
15 medical centres, private and
government hospitals.
Controls approximately 17% of the local
market share in pathology
A key player in modernizing pathology
through adoption of artificial intelligence
and data analytics.

Selia Tek Medical Sdn Bhd

Ain Medicare Sdn Bhd

•
•

•

•
•
•

Supplies 40% of Malaysia’s syringes
A player in the global medical device
supply chain worth USD370.8 bil in
2017. 3
Exports to US, Italy, Spain, Japan &
Singapore
Possesses vast experience in working
with storied MNCs like Bbraun (OEM)
Aims
to
commercialise
and
manufacture higher value products
using local IP from UPM, a local public
university.

•
•
•
•
•

Controls 40% of local market share for
IV solutions
Generates 1% of global injectable
market share
Generates more than 20% revenue from
exports
Employs more than 1000 employees
Product lines consist of 98 products,
over 60 registered Halal.
Explores higher value bio-pharma
products.

VentureTECH is well placed to play a strategic role in helping the nation
grow technology-driven SMEs to diversify its economy. With the right focus,
VentureTECH carefully selects businesses that deal with new technologies
in line with global trends. These businesses are more effective in addressing
pressing global concerns around climate change, depleting natural resources,
changing demographics and an expanding global population.
To make an enduring contribution to the nation’s economy, VentureTECH’s
dynamic team takes ownership in ramping up local tech-driven SMEs
resilience. All of this is pointing toward a sustainable future. Significantly,
VentureTECH’s professional board of directors places integrity as a core value
and exerts a strong believe in the importance of building the nation’s local
industry champions to help transform Malaysia’s high-tech industries.

Bio-Based Industry
Emerging Industry
Green Tech Industry

www.myforesight.my
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myForesight® book club
Foundations of Scenario Planning:
The Story of Pierre Wack
Pierre Wack was head of scenario planning at Royal Dutch / Shell Oil in London for just
over ten years. He died in 1997. He was a pioneer of what we know today as scenario
planning - an alternative and complement to strategic planning.
Scenarios explore a variety of possible futures for examining decisions in organizational
planning. Pierre was a unique man with interests in Indian and Japanese cultures and
traditions. He travelled extensively and led a unique life that involved long periods of
visiting gurus in India and extended sabbaticals in Japan. His experiences with Eastern
thought no doubt shaped his ability to evolve the scenario method at Shell, and as a
result he was able to lead a team that foresaw the oil crises of the 1970’s and 80’s.
This new volume will cover the basic context of his life timeline and attach it to the
development of his thinking about scenario planning over the course of his career. After
his death, Wack’s materials, papers and documents were collected by Napier Collyns
and have recently been made available at the University of Oxford where the Pierre
Wack Memorial Library has been established. These documents contain a variety of
clues and stories that reveal more about who Pierre Wack was, how he thought and will
provide details about scenario planning that have never been seen or published. They
also reveal a curious man and include a timeline written by his wife, Eve, which details
their relationship over the course of 40 years.

ISBN-10
ISBN-13
Author
Publisher

: 1138190195
: 978-1138190191
: Thomas J. Chermack
: Routledge

Written for management and business historians and researchers, this book will uncover
unseen contributions by a scenario planning pioneer shaped by significant events in his
personal life that helped him to see the world differently.

Farsighted:
How We Make the Decisions That Matter the Most
A groundbreaking book about making once-in-a-lifetime decisions, from the
best-selling author of How We Got to Now and Where Good Ideas Come
From.

ISBN-10
ISBN-13
Author
Publisher
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: 1594488215
: 978-1594488214
: Steven Johnson
: Riverhead Books

Plenty of books offer useful advice on how to get better at making quickthinking, intuitive choices. But what about more consequential decisions, the
ones that affect our lives for years, or centuries, to come? Our most powerful
stories revolve around these kinds of decisions: where to live, whom to marry,
what to believe, whether to start a company, how to end a war. Full of the
beautifully crafted storytelling and novel insights that Steven Johnson’s fans
know to expect, Farsighted draws lessons from cognitive science, social
psychology, military strategy, environmental planning and great works of
literature. Everyone thinks we are living in an age of short attention spans,
but we’ve actually learned a lot about making long-term decisions over
the past few decades. Johnson makes a compelling case for a smarter and
more deliberative decision-making approach. He argues that we choose
better when we break out of the myopia of single-scale thinking and develop
methods for considering all the factors involved.
There’s no one-size-fits-all model for the important decisions that can alter the
course of a life, an organisation or a civilisation. But Farsighted explains how
we can approach these choices more effectively and how we can appreciate
the subtle intelligence of choices that shaped our broader social history.
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Technologies’ next waves
Tomorrow’s technologies that will disrupt today

Industries that are most vulnerable to digital
disruption according to Cisco’s Digital Vortex.

Tan Shu Ying, PhD

Natrah Mohd Emran

shuying@might.org.my

natrah@might.org.my
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T

he Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) refers to
the revolution process from steam power to the
development of machine tools and the rise of factory
machines. This revolution is evolving at an exponential
pace rather than linear. Moreover, it is disrupting almost
every industry in every country. The breadth and depth
of these changes herald the transformation of entire
systems of production, management, and governance.

Disruptive technologies leading to digital
vortex
Technology is an integral component in disruptive
innovations seeking to deliver a seamless and easy
experience to users. Disruptive innovation and
technologies often make people think about cutting
edge (shiny/expensive) technology that is way out there
in the future.
Technological advancement has brought about a
wave of disruptive innovations and ideas that have
revolutionised the way we communicate, travel, shop,
form relationships and so forth. Disruptive innovations are
often products that emerge as solutions to problems or
needs consumers encounter. They create new markets
and do not necessarily compete against or outperform
existing companies. The introduction of apps and sites
like WhatsApp, Uber, Grab, Amazon and eBay and many
more have redefined convenience for customers.
Digital disruption can reshape the market faster than
ever before. In general, it affects industry in two main
factors. First, is on the velocity of change and it involves
the high-risk factors. Second, digital disruptors innovate
rapidly, and then use the innovations to gain market
share and scale far faster than the challengers who are
still in physical business models. One of the examples
is in the telecommunication industry, where WhatsApp
overwhelmed the USD 100 billion global text messaging
market through its free text messaging and now as an
addition to the WhatsApp text messaging, it allows
users to make free mobile voice calls. Digital disruptors
and tech innovators are emerging in different industry
sectors, threatening to overthrow conventional business
models faster than ever. The implications are clear, either
embrace digital transformation or stagnate and perish.
To fully gauge the implications of digital disruption in
emerging industries, a fundamental understanding of
how digital disruption works is vital. Thus, digital vortex
was introduced to help companies plan a strategy to
exploit or counter any possibilities that may arise from
digital disruption. A digital vortex can be described as
the inevitable movement of industries toward a ‘digital
centre’ in which business models, offerings, and value
chains are digitalised to the maximum extent possible.
The construct of a vortex helps to conceptualise the way
digital disruption impacts firms and industries.
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The following infographic highlights several technologies
that will likely impact organisations and sectors moving
into 4IR. The level of disruption can assist you in
assessing your organisation’s readiness to employ these
technologies. After all, these technologies are readily
available, but it is up to us to make the most out of them.
Disrupt or be disrupted, it is up to you!

Legend for disrupted sectors

Manufacturing

Healthcare

Education

Governance

Financial

Construction

Retail

Transportation

Energy

Legend for level of disruption

L

Impact specific processes & services
or affect some aspects of users’ &
consumers’ lives

Low

M

Impact organisations’ processes &
services or affect users’ & consumers’
lives

H

High impact at work and in peoples’
home lives

High

T

Likely to require radical changes within
organisations and the way we live

Transformative
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1st Wave: Mass digitalisation
The mass transformation and full integration of the physical realm into the cyberworld. Driven by the connectivity
of everything and everyone, this revolutionary wave will change the way we live, work and play.
Technology 1: Internet of Things (IoT)
Technology 2: Ubiquitous Technologies
Technology 3: Supercomputers & Quantum Computing

Internet of Things (IoT)

The rapid growth of the IoT market has created a variety
of IoT solutions i.e. health monitoring system, smart
home, wearable devices and smart cities. The increasing
number of connected devices and data availability will
require the IoT to be secured and safely stored.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

T

Technology 4: Big Data Analytics
Technology 5: Smart Cities
Technology 6: Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality (AR/
VR)

Ubiquitous technologies

Market acceptance is still low with only 1% of adult
population in Malaysia owning wearable devices. Soon,
implantables (objects inserted into the human body to
modify, enhance or heal in ways that non-embedded
devices cannot) will overtake wearables and digitalise
our lives.

Disrupted sectors

Transformative

Level of disruption

M

Medium

MIGHT’s take
MIGHT’s take
Well-established mobile operators and high internet
penetration rates present Malaysia’s opportunities in
IoT. Among the potential opportunities for growth are in
the application & services sector with RM7.5 billion of
revenue followed by device producers with RM4.3 billion
forecasted by 2020.

With 6.7% CAGR or USD133 billion market forecasted
by year 2020, it is predicted that new products will be
launched including implantable smartphones, healing
chips, cyber pills, implantable birth control, brain
computer interface, melt-able bio-batteries, smart
dust, identity implants and implantable smart organs.
Among the major players are AdvanSource Biomaterials
Corporation, Collagen Matrix Inc., CorbionPurac and
Ceradyne.

Supercomputers & quantum computing

Big data analytics

Today’s computing power is a 1-trillion-fold increase
over their earliest predecessor. Beyond this power, it is
highly anticipated that the next generation of computing
will be quantum computing. Quantum computing takes
advantage of the strange ability of subatomic particles to
exist in more than one state at any time.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

H

Every business has access to data, from transactional,
mobile, financial and behavioural data, to customer
research data and social media data. However, it is the
ability to transform all these data into actionable insights
that is invaluable. Many companies leverage on big data
analytics (BDA) to adapt their product and services to
better meet customer needs, optimize operation and
infrastructure and find new sources of revenues.

Disrupted sectors
High

Level of disruption

M

Medium

MIGHT’s take
The increase in data traffic with voice and SMS decreasing
is a global trend across both developed and emerging
markets. In 2015, mobile voice revenue declined by 7.3%
to RM11.69 billion from RM12.61 billion in 2014. While
quantum computing is still in its infancy, this would bring
a new wave of technology and applications to the digital
sector. Industry leaders in this technology are IBM, Intel
and Google.
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MIGHT’s take
Malaysia is making steady progress in becoming a big
data and analytics (BDA) hub in Southeast Asia. According
to MDEC, the digital economy has contributed 17.8% to
the nation’s GDP and it can reach up to 18.2% by 2020. In
Oct 2016, National e-Commerce Strategic Roadmap was
launched to support the agenda.
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Smart cities

70% of the global population will live in cities by 2050. In
the next 40 years, the government must build the same
amount of urban capacity that previous ancestors took
4,000 years to build. By 2025, smart cities are expected to
mostly concentrate in Europe and North America worth
USD1.5 trillion by 2020.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

L

Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality
(VR)

With the industry reaching USD80 billion a year by 2025,
the potential of AR/VR technology is extremely diverse.
Among the top products are Google Glass, PlayStation
VR, Samsung Gear, HTC Vive and GoPro.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

M

Low

Medium

MIGHT’s take
Recently, Malaysia’s first integrated operations center
(IOC) for IoT operations of smart city services has been set
up by Inneonusa in Johor to provide a single nationwide
monitoring dashboard to coordinate operations of smart
services. Also, Malaysia is running a trial of smart city
technologies by building a smart traffic management
system in Cyberjaya. While in Penang, a smart city is
proposed along the southern coast of the island.

MIGHT’s take
AR is a growing market in Malaysia and has a great
growth potential. Local companies such as e-Trifecta has
introduced AR products into the market by connecting
the traditional print advertising world with its digital
counterpart. Although AR for advertising in Malaysia
is nothing new, the utilisation of AR in adding a digital
layer over the existing offline advertisements to increase
engagement with consumers is still low.

2nd Wave: Rise of the robots
The increased adoption of not just automation using robotics but the introduction of artificial intelligence in
knowledge work has reinvented the future of work, manufacturing and services. With the rise of thinking
machines, what does change hold for humans?
Technology 1: Artificial Intelligence and Decision Making
Robotic and Service

Artificial intelligence and decision making
robotic and service

The Apple’s Siri capabilities in iOS or Google’s search
solutions such as Google Map and Google Chrome
are some examples of AI applications. Amazon’s Echo,
like Siri, connects to a very smart cloud capability that
takes advantage of AI. AI capabilities are also being
programmed into robotic solutions including self-driving
cars.

Disrupted sectors

Autonomous vehicles

Autonomous vehicles are automotive embedded with
advanced computational system. Driverless cars are
expected to largely disrupt the cab and ride hailing
industry. Many countries such as Australia, western
Europe and the US plan to replace conventional cars to
driverless ones by 2030.

Disrupted sectors

Transformative

MIGHT’s take
Future workforce needs to keep up with the shift in skills
required in the next 10 to 20 years. For example, creativity
is crucial in the future as robots may be faster but not
as creative as human (yet). However, negotiation and
flexibility skills will be replaced by machines. According
to WEF, AI machines will be part of a company‘s board of
director by 2026.

Level of disruption

T

Level of disruption

T
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Technology 2: Autonomous Vehicles
Technology 3: Neurotechnology

Transformative

MIGHT’s take
Singapore is the first country to have on-demand
driverless taxi. Together with Grab, American-based
developer nuTonomy has developed an app where users
can request for a ride in a modified Renault or Mitsubishi
electric car. The trial ride is still limited to specific locations
but it is expected to expand until Singapore migrates to
a fully self-driving taxi fleet by 2018. Although we have
yet to adopt the technology just yet, we may be hailing a
driverless taxi sooner than you think.
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Neurotechnology

Neurotechnology is a technology that allows enhancement, alteration or scanning of the brain and its related neurological
tissues and systems. The field of neurotechnology was first revolutionised by the brain-imaging technology. By understanding
how the brain works and how humans make informed-decisions, researchers are hoping to replicate this thought process in
machines.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

T

Transformative

MIGHT’s take
In Malaysia, there are six universities offering courses related to neuroscience and cognitive science namely University
of Nottingham, UPM, UiTM, USM, UNIMAS and University of Reading. Since 2002, a company called Neuramatix has
been researching, developing and commercialising neural technologies powered by a proprietary neural engine called
NeuraBASE™. This approach provides the ability for machines to learn pattern from data and to express information in much
the same way as the human brain learns, stores, retrieves and expresses information. The technology can be used in the
analysis of data from a broad range of applications including:
•
▶ Analysis of big data (E.g. bioinformatics and machine translation)
•
▶ Analysis of networking structure or relationships (E.g. social networking)
•
▶ Control of intelligent systems (E.g. robotics, unmanned aerial drone)

3rd Wave: Deregulation of systems
Technology has broken down barriers, opened access and given rise to the democratisation of power,
economy and information. Systems previously limited to the selected minority have now become accessible to
the general majority, opening new business models and information flows.
Technology 1: Sharing Economy

Technology 2: Blockchain and Distributed Ledger

Sharing economy

The digital revolution brought by technology has taken
the sharing concept forward. Numerous sharing platforms
have emerged and are changing traditional businesses.
More importantly, these enterprises took advantage of
what the Internet and mobile technology had to offer to
organise the ‘sharing economy’ from something informal
and ad-hoc into something bigger, better and accessible
to anyone with a smartphone.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

M

Medium

MIGHT’s take
While the sharing economy is still young in Southeast Asia,
a Nielsen consumer report suggested that consumers in
the region are opening up to the idea, showing that 75%
of Malaysian consumers were more likely to use shared
products or services. Without a doubt, with the rise of
millennials and their openness to the sharing economy,
this is a trend that will prevail in times to come.
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Blockchain and Distributed Ledger

While the first successful use case for blockchain has
been the cryptocurrency, there are many potential
applications for blockchain technology beyond
financial sector such as provenance and supply chain
management crossing many sectors, e.g. automotive,
energy and healthcare. A smart contract is another
example of how blockchain can be a preferred method of
choice. It eliminates the middlemen in most transactions
by creating a logic-based structure that governs the
agreement. Smart contracts can be used to facilitate
property transfer, record land titles, automate claims
processing, issue payments, foster new approaches to
financial engineering and much more.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

H

High

MIGHT’s take
Malaysia looking at both fintech and non-fintech
applications of blockchain technology, particularly to
enhance the competitiveness of key industries that will
improve Malaysia‘s resilience in the future. It is estimated
that nearly 71 fintech startups are mushrooming in
Malaysia, offering services in personal financing, online
funding platform and B2B banking and payment. As
an effort to promote innovation and protect consumer
interests, Bank Negara Malaysia has introduced fintech
regulatory sandbox.
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4th Wave: Redesigning manufacturing
From mass production to mass customisation, the new wave of manufacturing will see global designs but
local manufacturing to cater for changes in consumer patterns such as increased awareness on sustainability,
individuality and functionality.
Technology 1: Additive Manufacturing
Technology 2: Advanced Materials

Technology 3: Photonics

Additive manufacturing

Also known as 3D printing, it is the process of making
three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.
•

•

•

In Manufacturing
3D printing is no stranger to the aerospace and the
automotive industries. Airbus has 3D-printed metal parts for
its 300-series of aircraft that are 50% lighter and stronger,
while Ford uses 3D printing to improve the quality of their
design. In 2014, Ford has 3D-printed their 500,000th part and
the engine cover for the new 2015 Mustang.
In Healthcare
The rise of 3D printing has introduced a ground-breaking
technological feat, producing medical devices, surgical
instrument, orthodontics, prosthetics, skin graft, implants
and even organs and blood vessels.
In Consumer Products
3D printing enables customisation at no additional costs,
giving a sustainable solution compared to mass production.
It also enables consumer to co-design objects to get a more
personalised product. Some of the products that can be
produced are toys, small scale protoypes, phone covers and
cosmetics.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

H

High

MIGHT’s take
Additive
manufacturing
encompasses
many
technologies including Rapid Prototyping (RP), Direct
Digital Manufacturing (DDM), layered manufacturing and
additive fabrication. On its own, 3D printers market size is
predicted to grow from $2.7 billion in 2016 to $7.7 billion in
2025, at a CAGR of 12 percent.

Photonics

Photonics is the science and application of lights (photon)
to generate, control and detect particles of light used in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optical communication (fibre optic, infra red)
Optical imaging (weather satellite, night vision, flat screen
display)
Optical data storage and computing (DVD, CD)
Optical detector (medical optic, mall scanner)
Lasers (laser welding, laser surgery, laser show)
Spectroscopy (anti-terror, chemical and biological detections)
Quantums optics (quantum teleportation, quantum
cryptography, single photon optics)

Devices that run on light have a number of advantages
over those that use electricity. Light travels at about 10
times the speed that electricity does, which means that
data transmitted photonically can travel long distances in
a fraction of the time.

www.myforesight.my

Advanced materials

Advanced
materials
with
high-performance
characteristics are making their way into automotive,
building material, clothing and other large consumer
oriented markets. Among top materials are bio-based
materials, carbon fibres and graphene in terms of
their market potential, application, innovation and IP
landscape.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

T

Transformative

MIGHT’s take
There are about 100 local and international advanced
materials’ companies in Malaysia. First Solar produces
photovoltaic (PV) solar systems for the international
market, CTRM manufactures aircraft parts and
components and DK Composites is known for its
composite architectural structures. To further develop the
industry, MIGHT has established the National Composites
Centre (NCC) to facilitate development into industrial
applications, while the Advanced Composite Training
Centre (ACTC) supplies skilled composite technicians to
the composite manufacturing industry. NanoMalaysia, a
custodian of the National Graphene Action Plan 2020, has
identified graphene as one of the key nanomaterials to
add value to four high-growth sectors: electronic devices
& systems, energy & environment, food & agriculture,
and healthcare, wellness & medicine.

Disrupted sectors

Level of disruption

M

Medium

MIGHT’s take
Photonics is one of the promoted activities under the
manufacturing sector defined by Malaysian Investment
Development Authority (MIDA). Any companies
involved in the manufacturing of photonics devices
and components, optoelectronics equipment/devices/
components and optical fibres/products are eligible to
apply for pioneer status and investment tax allowance.
Solid-state lighting and solar cells are also heavily
promoted in the Economic Transformation Program (ETP)
through subsidies, matching investors and the promotion
of national champion, LED Consortium Sdn Bhd.
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Malaysia’s talented
cadre of Famelabbers
discuss STEM
CD

SK

V

DH

Chau De Ming

Dr. Siti Khayriyyah
Mohd Hanafiah

Vishala

David HongSheng Wee

SA

AK

AV

Dr Siti Aimi Sarah
Zainal Abidin

Ameen Kamal

Abhi
Veerakumarasivam

Define STEM & Hi tech in your own terms.

CD

STEM stands for science, technology, engineering and mathematics. These are the scientific
disciplines that contribute to our understanding of human and the world we live in. Hi tech stands for
high technology and it means technology that is advanced and modern.

SK

Responsible research and development that is human-centric.

V
DH
- 44 -

STEM will be the future.

Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics. Hi tech is the use of STEM in practical applications.
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An early exposure of elementary students to STEM education for developing future science and
engineering leaders. Meanwhile, Hi tech is an advanced technology that is invented as cutting-edge to
help out industries, government and daily activities rather than relying to traditional technology.

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics—is generally viewed as a collection of key fields
of studies or major disciplines which form the foundations of other more complex inter-disciplinary
fields. However, this is a flawed terminology. It is a widely used term to conveniently group major fields
that contain both foundational disciplines and applied/combinatorial fields in a single term. That being
said, collective experiences have shown that it is often associated with technologies that are gamechanging and pioneering. It is usually both trend-leading and trend-setting. It is also usually associated
with significant developmental and commercial deployment costs, and are more than often associated
with great commercial prospects.

STEM is the acronym for the collective grouping of the following academic disciplines: Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics; often used to describe subjects or jobs. Hi-tech refers to
technologies that are the most advanced at a specific time or space.

From your perspective, what will the next 30 years of STEM bring?

CD

STEM will continue to provide new insights for human and the world we live in. New inventions and
innovations will be developed based on the application of STEM knowledge. No one can really predict
what the world would be like in 30 years. We can’t even predict the world in the next 5 years. As long
as the right ethical principles are applied, and STEM is used to bring benefit and not harm, then I think
the world will be alright.

SK

Depends on how we encourage & enable researchers in STEM....

V

Advancement in all sectors and new cutting edge innovations.

DH

More jobs in tech-related industries, a great emphasis of technology in education.

SA

Innovative, creative, critical thinkers and future leaders from STEM backgrounds.

AK

Following the answer above, STEM is a loose term. The various disciplines that the term STEM carries
would evolve from the foundational level, but more so at the applied level towards the direction of
global megatrends.

AV

The next 30 years, STEM will continue to provide solutions that will result in the improvement of quality
of life, extension of life expectancy etc. While STEM may help to negate some of the catastrophic
effects of anthropogenic climate change, our lives and the way we lead our lives will be different.
Unless our economic models change, the unequal access to STEM and unequal capacity for
innovation will result in a greater divide between the haves and have-nots. The advent of AI will provide
a lot of solutions, but the autonomy of an individual as we know it may be compromised.
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Where would you like to see Malaysia benefitting most from STEM?

CD

The ultimate goal of STEM is to bring benefits to humankind without sacrificing the balance and
harmony of the ecosystem. I just hope that STEM will be applied wisely and equally for all Malaysians,
no matter which area it is. It could be healthcare, education, mobility, air quality, accessibility (for
people disabilities), better facilities, and services for the poor, needy and marginalised Malaysians.

SK

I would like to see Malaysia setting its own benchmark, focusing on the human-aspects and human
impact of technological development, so that STEM development doesn’t exist in a vacuum.

V

In schools among the young and more job prospects in STEM.

DH

The use of STEM in education!.

SA

Increased job creation and employment.

AK

In short, it should be seen as a culture, rather than mere collection of disciplines. Specifically, a STEMoriented culture rooted deeply in formal education and industry. A shift towards an innovation-driven
economy by industry, would create the demand for innovation-driven graduates from the education
system. This supply and demand would drive STEM to be a major component in education and
economy.

AV

The ability of its people to create and innovate and to exert ethical reflexivity; so as to prepare for
the impact of the innovations. In terms of specific areas, STEM for protecting and harnessing the
benefits of our Biodiversity as well as in the context of sustainability. The most important part is STEM
for governance; we need more evidence-based (science advice) governance that informs decision
makers; rather than one primarily based on emotions/sentiments.

In one word, describe STEM of the future.

Humanity Thinkers
Polarising

STEM

Instilled

Mind-blowing

Opportunity
Educational
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myForesight® in the news
Blockchain workshop series: Blockchain and government
MIGHT, Cyberjaya
10th August 2018

Various Malaysian government stakeholders recently
took part in the “Blockchain Workshop Series: Blockchain
and Government” on the 10th of August 2018. One of
MIGHT’s flagship events, the workshop series gathered
a peer group from diverse government departments
to capture local stakeholders’ interests in relation to
blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT).
The agenda was designed to focus on a range of
opportunities and challenges that are highly relevant
to the Malaysian public sector. With this in mind, the
workshop seeks to ensure that the technology is
rationalised across broader government frameworks.
Further, the workshop series will be providing input for
the upcoming Malaysian Blockchain & DLT Outlook
2019 report that will be published in December 2018 to
outline multi-stakeholder joint action around blockchain
adoption.
In brief, the workshop consisted of one keynote and three
individual presentations:
•

Datuk Dr. Mohd Yusoff Sulaiman (MIGHT), “Blockchain
and Government”
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•
•
•

A Fattah M Yatim (Department of Standards Malaysia),
“UN/CEFACT and Supply Chain”
Chan Zhong Yang (Securities Commission), “DLT for
Unlisted and OTC Markets”
Dato’ Dr. Norbik Bin Idris (UIA-MOHE), “Use Case:
Blockchain for Educational Certificate”

After the presentation, workshop participants grouped
into four groups to discuss local blockchain and DLT
challenges. The opportunity provided participants
a stimulating event to discuss the challenges from
technology, economy, policy/regulation, environment,
social and culture points of views. Finally, each group
highlighted the key points deliberated from their
discussions.
Evidently, in MIGHT’s capacity to promote higher
technology adoption, the agency will continue to provide
an open platform for government departments and
agencies, industries, academia, and other stakeholder
groups to voice out their opinions and address their
concerns on the various ways the country can benefit
from blockchain technology.
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Future role of Institute Social Malaysia
Institut Sosial Malaysia (ISM)
16th August 2018

“All that is valuable in human society depends upon the opportunity for development
accorded the individual”– Albert Einstein

MIGHT, through myForesight®, recently had the
opportunity to listen and discuss with the Institute of Social
Malaysia (ISM) to find nuanced answers on how the nation
can become the centre of excellence in the field of social
development. As a result, the discussion probed into
the critical challenges of Malaysia’s social development

and learnt how ISM will play a central role in driving the
agenda. Articulating ISM’s views was its Director, Dr. AlAzmi bin Bakar, asserting ISM’s commitment and effort
to produce skilled and professional social practitioners to
give the country the much needed depth to face future
social challenges.

Blockchain sharing session with TDA Berhad
TDA Berhad, Putrajaya
6th September 2018
Jumping aboard the blockchain hype train—a buzzword
that still baffles many is something that’s piquing wider
interests among business and community members.
The technology taking off globally offers many benefits
and underpins the future trend of digital currency. Chief
among the key benefits are increased transparency,
minimised roles of intermediaries, reduced costs and
faster transactions.
Naturally, almost every business and the vast majority
of the community are looking into the new technology.
At present however, the question that is on the back of
everyone’s mind is how the technology can impact their
day-to-day business operations.

www.myforesight.my

To foster alignment on the technology adoption and
challenges around it, MIGHT’s Blockchain Program
Director, Ms. Mastura Ishak was recently invited by
Technology Depository Agency (TDA Berhad) to share
ideas and advice.
Attended by TDA Berhad’s employees, the session’s
objective was to spread awareness on blockchain and
its potential future applications. Meanwhile, TDA Berhad
is currently focusing on Industrial Collaboration Program
(ICP), of which blockchain is a technology that holds great
potential to be a conduit to improve current business
tools.
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Citing a recent survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers
“PwC’s 2018 Global Blockchain Survey”, the technology
is currently demonstrating wider acceptance by
companies with 84 percent of most companies engaged
in conversations regarding blockchain.
The sharing session provided a basis for ongoing
dialogue among attending participants to form a better
understanding of blockchain. In her view, Mastura
explained how blockchain differed from bitcoin/
cryptocurrency.
At first, a vast majority of the participants seemed a little
confused about the technology looking at it in the context
of cyrptocurrency—and many among the participants
divulged that they turned to YouTube for explanation.
Not surprisingly—there was thus a tendency to
misunderstand the true potential of the technology as a
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result of rampant misleading information online. A survey
by HSBC in 2017 found that 80% of those who had heard
of blockchain did not understand it at all.
At present however, the public is crowded by
cryptocurrency thinkers and scams. In Malaysia, there
are many parties promoting scams and misleading
advertisements under ‘bitcoin’ and ‘blockchain’ themes
and they get away with it because of the lack of
knowledge in this technical field. Therefore, it is important
to develop a clear and well-informed perspective of the
technology and its foundational implications.
In a nutshell, it is of great national importance for
Malaysia’s diverse stakeholder groups to understand the
new technology as part of the digital decentralisation
trend taking hold in order to harness its potential and
mitigate its risks.
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Raising the game of Malaysian manufacturing and services with new enabling technologies
Institute of Strategic and International Studies (ISIS) Malaysia, Sheraton Imperial Kuala Lumpur
04th October 2018

The Praxis Economic Seminar is an annually held
marquee event that converts industry knowledge and
thoughts into action. This year, the seminar featured
a mix of guests and speakers. With a fitting tagline;
#GameChangers2019, the objective of the seminar
was to keep local businesses technology savvy and
aware of the key issues that lie ahead. A review of the
current landscape sought to bridge knowledge gaps and
provide elaborate perspectives on how to plan ahead for
the future.
MIGHT’s Senior Vice President, Rushdi Abdul Rahim, was
a panellist at the seminar. He was invited by the Institute
of Strategic and International Studies Malaysia (ISIS) to
generate thought provoking discussions on ‘Raising the

www.myforesight.my

Game of Malaysian Manufacturing and Services with
New Enabling Technologies’. There’s also widespread
recognition of the potential opportunities and threats of
emerging technologies. All in all, the seminar focused on
the capability of Malaysian manufacturers and service
providers to adapt. Pertinently, the seminar addressed the
burning issues around the impact of existing production,
distribution and supply channels. A final discussion point
essentially provided an important measurement of the
Malaysian government and industry players’ readiness to
accelerate technology adoption and improve innovation
activities.
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Map the
future
As a stakeholder and strategic policymaker,
you can contribute by voicing out your
opinion to help us map out the desired
collective future for Malaysia.
This is an invitation by myForesight® for
every member of the public. If you think
we could have done better or perhaps you
would like us to cover a specific topic in the
study of Foresight or better yet, you would
like to contribute an article, we would love to
hear from you.
Send your feedback and get in touch with us
at foresight@might.org.my
Website: www.myforesight.my
We look forward to hearing from you.
myForesight® team

